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Why wait for prototype PCB's or spend time switching between different programs for schematic and PCB design? Why worry about netlist files or pay extra for autorouting? Introducing Electronic Design Studio 3, integrated EDA with built in simulation, autorouting and now available with new DeskTop Manufacture (DTM).

Getting your product to market first can make all the difference, that's why Electronic Design Studio 3 (EDS) combines 3 powerful programs into one truly integrated package. You'll spend less time switching between different programs and worrying about netlists, and more time designing. But that's not all, with EDS 3 we are introducing Desk Top Manufacture (DTM) which works together with precision CAM hardware to machine a range of prototype PCB's directly on your desktop!

Project Navigator Jumps to it!
EDS is project based, and with our project and net navigators, you can jump to any document, module, symbol, gate or pin with the click of a mouse! No more hunting for schematics sheets or symbols. The new overview window lets you zoom to any part of your document with a single click, and our CADCheck system can keep your PCB synchronised with your schematic in real-time - no more netlist worries!

Hierarchical Schematics the way you want.
EDS is now available with full support for modular, hierarchical, multi-sheet schematics. Visual tags make linking between modules and sheets easier, and there is full support in the project navigator. Editing is easier too! New "follow me" wiring tools and intelligent symbol pins provide instant feedback on your wiring.

New document schemes also let you instantly change the look of your schematics. Whether its flashy presentations, or serious technical schematics, EDS's DTP quality output can work for you.

SPICE/XSPICE Simulation - its in the Box!
EDS 3 includes an enhanced SPICE/XSPICE based simulator. All the symbol & simulation properties can be set directly within EDS, and you can create your own models, extend the libraries supplied, or use external SPICE models. All output is displayed in graph windows within EDS ready for pasting into your reports!

PCB Creation with Polyblend
EDS features a range of exciting new PCB editing tools including "follow me" wiring, intelligent pads which change colour when correct links are made, and our new polyblend module which lets you weld polygons, punch holes in polygons and more. There is also our dynamic copper pour zones, Viper rip-up and retry autorouter, and online shape based DRC features. 1mm resolution and support for unlimited layers is also available!

DeskTop Manufacture
Incredibly, EDS 3 can also link directly to CADCAM hardware to manufacture your PCB on your desktop using standard copper clad board. Copper tracks are machined using precision floating head technology, and drilling and 2 layer support is also available.

Customisable Power at an Affordable Price!
EDS 3 features fully customisable toolbars, including the ability to add links to your favourite tools and programs in the new Tools menu. With the latest "XP" look and feel, EDS 3 is available in 4 variants, with prices starting at under £100 for systems with autorouting and simulation! Why not call us now on +44 1422 255010 for a FREE demonstration pack or visit our web site www.dotqr.com for more information? We look forward to talking to you!

Over 18,000 licensed users of our Quickroute and EDS software packages!
Equality?

I was listening to Woman's Hour on Radio 4 during the Christmas break and heard an item featuring a woman who was training as an AA technician. This interested me, because in a 25+ year career in manufacturing industry, I have only ever worked with one female graduate design engineer. I have, though, worked with several in Europe, while working for multinational companies, so there is clearly something unique about women and engineering in the UK.

I decided to place a posting on the Woman's Hour message board, commenting on the item and I asked the specific question as to the reasons why women don't want to read engineering at university. I was quite prepared to be informed that it was too difficult, boring, low remuneration etc. However, I wasn't prepared for what actually did happen: not one reply. My posting was removed a week later, because no one had responded.

When I did inspect the messages on either side of mine, they comprised a discussion about pornography, which appeared to contain an infinite number of postings - none of which detailed anything new - together with postings concerning an item about the wisdom of bribing children. It was abundantly clear, though, that a sizeable proportion of these comments were placed by university educated - in arts subjects no doubt - middle-class individuals, working in the service or public sector, who clearly wouldn't know what a shop floor or export was if they fell over it.

I spent two years prior to the economic downturn attempting to recruit senior electronics design engineers, with a good background in analogue electronics and electromagnetics. I had to give up in the end, which resulted in two major projects being cancelled and the profits of my company suffered accordingly. The balance of payments deficit isn't an illusion: it is very real.

But did this worrying experience gain any exposure in any news item or newspaper letter (I wrote to the Independent)? Of course not, because the engineering profession doesn't have any powerful lobby group to represent it. And, of course, engineering isn't regarded as 'sexy'.

I contrast this with the medical profession. Do Electronics World readers remember the outcry when Laura Spence was rejected to read medicine at Oxford? I don't believe this matter would have suffered accordingly. The balance of payments deficit isn't an illusion: it is very real.

Equality?
B² Spice AD v4
Try the full version risk free for 30 days

Results you can rely on

B² Spice's ease of use and above all, accuracy, is why it is used by dozens of universities and thousands of professional designers in the UK and US. B² Spice delivers simulations that accurately behave like the end result. This new version contains a plethora of additional features, from Radio Frequency simulation to PCB capabilities.

More features and simulation options than ever before

Sinusoidal, constant, periodic pulse, exponential, RF, single frequency, FM, AM, DC voltage, AC voltage, VCO, Vcc; piecewise linear, polynomial / arbitrary source, voltage-controlled voltage, voltage-controlled current, current-controlled voltage, current-controlled current, lossy and ideal transmission line, MESFET, uniform RC, current and voltage controlled switches are all available.

Fully mixed mode, single / dual parameter DC sweep, AC sweep, transient analysis, small signal transfer function, Fourier analysis, AC & DC sensitivity, Smith charts, pole zero, Monte Carlo analysis, noise, distortion operating point, temperature change, as well as generating component faults.

Some of the new features

PCB export and all of materials.
Improved schematics with DIN and ANSI symbols.
RF simulations and network analysis.
Schematic borders and title-box for professional output.
Smith and polar plots.
A massive 16,000 parts as standard.
Powerful new graphing and plotting - display & switch between multiple graphs easily.
New "workspace" window to manage your projects and files.
New "parts chooser" window to easily pick and place parts.
Combined digital and analog graphs.
Even faster simulations.
Unlimited undo / redo.
Many new simulation models.
Create new parts.
Create and edit symbols.
Create new PCB layout parts.
New fully featured schematic editor.

There are NO limits

We set no limit on the size of your design or the number of nodes or parts. It can be as large or as complex as you want. The high quality graphics ensure that your results are easy to understand and interpret. Everything can be customised to suit your needs and preferences.

30 Day no risk trial with free ongoing technical support. If it doesn't do what you want, then simply return it.

From just £159 ex VAT for the standard version.
Normal price - professional version £229 ex VAT.
Upgrades from earlier versions £179 ex VAT.
All libraries included - no hidden extra costs.
Education discounts and site licences available.

Tel: 01603 872331
Research House, Norwich Road, Eastgate
Norwich. NR10 4HA. Fax: 01603 879010
Email info@looking.co.uk www.spice-software.com

Also order on-line through GREY MATTER
www.greymatter.com/mcm/rdresearch
New material could give blind people sight

A new ceramic material from NASA may one day be used in artificial retinas to help the blind to see. Artificial retinas have been experimented with before. Most of them have used photo-sensitive silicon detectors. Unfortunately, silicon needs to be coated as it, and body fluids, mutually deteriorate on contact. The photo-sensitive ceramic material has been designed from the outset to be non-reactive in the body. "We are conducting preliminary tests on the ceramic detectors for biocompatibility, and they appear to be totally stable," said NASA scientist Professor Alex Ignatiev.

The epitaxially-grown oxide ceramic detectors are to be implanted as a hexagonal array of 100,000 individual devices each 5µm across. Avoiding one large device allows nutrients, which enter the eye from the back, to reach the rest of the eye.

"To make them easy to handle, the devices are attached to a soluble polymer film for insertion. "An incision is made in the white portion of the eye and the retina is elevated by injecting fluid underneath," said team surgeon Dr. Charles Garcia. "Within that little blister, we place the artificial retina."

The first human trials of such detectors will begin this year, said NASA.

New neural network chip has 1024 Risc processors

Aberdeen-based parallel-processor developer Axeon has unveiled its design for a neural network processor. Called VindAX, a name derived loosely from the Latin for delivering, the design comprises up to 1024 Risc processing elements forming a single instruction, multiple data array. Axeon calls VindAX the Learning Processor. "Our system learns by example," said Dr Neil Lightowler, Axeon's chief technology officer.

"The architecture was designed to suit a neural-network algorithm. Each of the processing elements -- a true processor with memory and ALU -- is optimised for this algorithm."

The firm is aiming the processor at complex non-linear systems, especially those for which it would be hard to develop a traditional algorithm. Handwriting recognition software that could be used in hand-held PCs has already been developed internally by Axeon.

Neural networks were hot topics in the eighties, but never lived up to their potential. Lightowler puts this down to silicon not being fast or small enough to implement a decent sized net.

In a 0.18µm process, a 1024 VindAX will occupy 67mm², and run at 200MHz. At this speed it could carry out 50,000 classifications a second, consuming 0.1W of power.

A silicon version of VindAX is available for prototyping and small volume systems. It has 256 elements -- enough for applications such as handwriting recognition.

The first commercial use of the Axeon neural network might just be in automotive, if the firm's first external collaboration is successful. The firm has teamed up with Lotus Engineering, which is looking at hydraulic operation of valves in engines.

"There's a lot of interest in getting away from fixed mechanical actuation," said John Moore, commercial manager for research and technology at Lotus.

The firm started looking at hydraulics over ten years ago, but it was too complex and the electronics was too slow and expensive. Now the hydraulic actuators and electronics can be made fast enough and at the right price, said Moore.

However, the control problem is non-linear and extremely complex. Axeon's neural network seems an ideal candidate. "Their technology looks like it's able to cope with this very complex control problem," Moore said.

Welsh firm trials mains comms

A firm from South Wales is the latest to demonstrate communications over mains power lines. LANergy has shown 14Mbit/s links over the standard 230V system. The Newport-based firm is aiming its technology at home and office networking, linking laptops, PCs, DVD players and other equipment without installing any extra wiring.

"It means a low-cost, easy to install network which will transform the way that small firms and homes are managed," said Brian Lasslett, chairman of LANergy.

The firm has developed hardware to interface equipment with the mains, and software to manage all the nodes on a network. Encryption is used to provide security -- which is critical for a mains-based system. A Welsh venture fund has backed the firm to the tune of £1.35m.

On the left is John Moore of Lotus Engineering and with him is is David Gorshkov, vice president of sales at Axeon.
Low-cost bendy displays come a step nearer reality

Philips Research is claiming "A significant step towards low-cost flexible displays," for this polymer-dispersed LCD which it demonstrated recently.

It is a reflective 64 by 64 pixel 256 grey level display with a 5.1cm diagonal and paper-like contrast, which can be refreshed at video speed, said the company.

The active matrix is based on a polymer created from a polythiophenevinylene pre-cursor. It is separated from the liquid crystal by spin-coated polyvinylphenol.

The display fill is polymer-dispersed liquid crystal that can be switched between light-scattering and transparent states by applying a voltage. In the transparent state, the reflective back electrode is exposed. No polariser or alignment layer is needed in the structure.

LED for torches and bike lights

This LED assembly from Agilent-Philips joint venture LumiLeds is aimed specifically at torches and bicycle lights.

Called the LuxeonStar/O, the large-die device uses a supplementary lens and state-of-the-art light extraction techniques to squeeze as much useful light as possible into a beam.

Common LED colours are available.

The white version consumes around a watt and is slightly more efficient than a conventional halogen bulb. Maximum operating current is 350mA when the device drops around 3.42V.

A thermal plane is included in the substrate to keep die temperature down.

Other Luxeon devices including un-lensed arrays of various forms are available. www.luxeon.com

Satellites linked by optical beam

The first optical data link between two satellites using a laser beam has been tested by the European Space Agency.

Images were sent at 50Mbit/s from the French space agency's earth observation satellite SPOT 4 to its processing centre in Toulouse, via the ESA's Artemis satellite.

This is a significant achievement, when one considers that the two satellites are moving at some 7km/s.

Extreme accuracy is needed to establish such a link, keeping the partner satellite illuminated.

The accuracy of the pointing system must be around 1µrad. Even the time taken for light to travel between the satellites has to be accounted for.

The relay satellite, Artemis, is in a parking orbit with an altitude of 31000km, while SPOT 4 is much closer to Earth, orbiting just 832km up. The laser relay allows SPOT4 to transmit data to its base for much longer periods of time.

Artemis will eventually reach a geostationary orbit, allowing much longer contact periods with for SPOT 4, up to half its orbit time.

Both satellites used on-board SILEX systems built by Astrium. The firm said its equipment can support image data rates of up to 250Mbit/s.

3-D chips... This structure can be made "using the standard materials, equipment, and processes already present and very well understood in the world's semiconductor manufacturing foundries", said Matrix Semiconductor, revealing this three-dimensional structure. The one pictured was made at a TSMC foundry for Matrix. The company is going into production with devices made using the same technique, the first of which will be Matrix 3-D Memory - a write-once memory developed as a consumable, much like traditional camera film. Intended markets include archival storage for digital cameras, audio players, portable games, PDAs and cell phones. These 3-D memory cards will be interchangeable with standard flash cards.
Electroluminescent display adds a new dimension to a car’s dashboard

Planar Systems has developed a new type of instrument cluster display for cars. The display, developed with automotive suppliers Sagem and Johnson Controls, is transparent and appears to float, allowing other displays to be viewed through it. In the version shown, a speedometer, gear selection and fuel level information are displayed on the new display that uses electroluminescent (EL) technology.

Johnson’s industrial designers initially came up with a concept that could not be realised with displays readily available on the market. Sagem and Planar came to the rescue with the EL device.

“The prospect of adding a depth dimension to the already crowded instrument cluster really appeals to the transportation industry,” said Erick Petersen, director of business development at Planar. “Planar is currently investigating a number of other applications for this technology.”

Head-up display works in full daylight

Microvision has begun shipping its Nomad personal head-up display. Nomad has VGA resolution and is said to be readable in full daylight.

The company is aiming at applications in four markets - industrial, aerospace, medical, and military. Several companies are already signed up to evaluate the display. Eurocontrol, the European agency for the safety of air navigation, is to evaluate Nomad to reduce air traffic controller workload.

Medical firm Stryker Leibinger will couple Nomad with a surgical workstation and Telesensory is working on a device to help partially sighted people read.

Most powerful 2GHz transistor will transmit to 500W

NEC has made a single chip 113W 2GHz transistor from a nitride semiconductor and claims it to be the most powerful yet.

Two features contribute to the transistor’s power output: a GaN-AlGaN heterojunction allows it to operate with a 40V rail and its thinned (50um) sapphire substrate triples thermal conductivity compared with earlier devices.

Combining four nitride transistor chips in one package will make possible a transmission power output of 400 to 500W for mobile phone base stations. Commercialisation is predicted within two to three years. 113W is delivered at 10% duty cycle.

Breakthrough in room temperature superconductors

New findings may bring room-temperature superconductors closer.

North American scientists, based at the Universities of Maryland and Toronto, claim to have the first clear evidence that electrons in so-called high-temperature superconductors behave differently relative to electrons in any other material.

In a research paper, the team show that electrons in a copper oxide (high-temperature) superconductor violate a fundamental theory of modern physics known as the Fermi-liquid theory. This theory forms the foundation for scientists’ understanding of metals.

One tenet of the Fermi-liquid theory is that electrons in a metal can be treated as ‘quasi-particles’ whose ability to transport heat is strictly determined by their ability to transport charge.

However, the new findings show that, in at least one type of superconductor, the electron system can conduct heat in a way that is largely unrelated to the way it carries charge.

“In spite of intense research by condensed matter theorists and experimentalists all over the world, nobody yet understands the mechanism by which high-temperature superconductivity can occur,” said Professor Richard Greene of Maryland’s department of physics. “Our experiment shows that the very low temperature, normal metal state of so-called high-temperature superconducting materials is unlike any other material known. These findings represent a significant fundamental scientific result. And although they are not of practical significance at present, they may be a step toward someday finding a room-temperature superconductor.”
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Compressing compiler claimed to reduce embedded code by up to 40%

A microprocessor developer from Ireland has developed hardware and compiler techniques that it claims can reduce the size of embedded code by up to 40 per cent.

Silaria, from Dublin, calls the technique Crush. It finds frequently used sequences of instructions in the code, and replaces them with a single custom instruction.

“Code density is key because it has a direct impact on cost,” said John Hickey, Silaria’s president and CEO.

Crush is designed to be used with the firm’s Proteus3 processor core, which has a fine-grained instruction set architecture, with variable instruction lengths of 8, 16, 24 and 32-bits.

Rather than encode all instructions as 32 bits, Proteus3 allows commonly used instructions, such as Add or Return, to use perhaps 16 bits. This is similar to other code compression techniques such as ARM’s Thumb.

Proteus3 alone, Hickey claimed, can be five to ten per cent better than ARM7 Thumb on code density, as some instructions, such as a return, can be 8 bits, whereas Thumb is 16 bits.

However, this replacement of certain 32-bit instructions with smaller versions is based on a general analysis of all programs. Crush can replace commonly used 32-bit instructions in an individual program.

“This allows individual programs to be compressed by crushing the most used 32-bit instructions,” said Hickey.

More significantly, it can also spot commonly occurring sequences of instructions and replace them with a single custom instruction. This has no effect on execution time, Hickey said.

A table of the custom instructions is loaded into the processor design, making the whole process transparent to the user.

The architecture has over a thousand custom instruction slots, but Hickey reckons 64 to 128 is enough to get a 40 per cent code density improvement.

Crushed instructions need extra on-chip hardware, and for between 64 and 128 custom instructions this would mean around 25000 extra gates, doubling the size of a 32-bit, 32-register core.

If the final chip design uses a cache, then the denser code could lead to faster operation by avoiding cache misses. Alternatively, the cache could be made smaller.

Crush will form part of the company’s tool set, and will be released early next year.

A thin film substrate for stacking multiple die in a package has been developed by Swedish firm Strand Interconnect. In order to avoid thermal expansion problems, the interposer material is made from silicon.
Tiny fans wiggle to cause a draught

Wiggling fans made using micromachining could cool future generations of consumer electronics and semiconductor ICs, if scientists from Purdue University have their way.

The researchers create a micromachine that waves a small blade back and forth, much like a Chinese fan. Piezoelectric material is used to move the blades of the fan, which therefore use little power – around 2mW.

Importantly, the fans do not need magnets, which removes any undesirable electromagnetic interference.

As transistor densities increase on chips, the need to remove heat close to the source becomes more important, both to increase reliability and improve performance.

"Even if it’s just a bit overheated, its performance and reliability goes down," said Suresh Garimella, an associate professor of mechanical engineering at Purdue. "Another reason for cooling is to improve performance as you go to smaller and smaller devices."

Small fans for use on a chip would have a length of around 100μm, while a fan inside a laptop PC or mobile phone could have blades somewhat longer, perhaps an inch long.

While the idea of a piezo fan is not new, the Purdue team claim its design is quiet and efficient. A mathematical process for determining the best design for a specific application has also been developed.

"What we bring to the table is a knowledge of the modelling of these fans," Garimella said. "We have determined how to analyse the design, to figure out how large a patch should be for how long a blade, how thick the patch should be and what happens if you modify all these quantities – in short, how to optimise the performance of these fans."

Electronic nose firm sniffs out US market

UK electronic 'nose' firm Osmetech has started clinical trials in the US of its bacterial vaginosis (BV) sensor device.

Previously the firm had received regulatory approval from the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for its urinary tract infection (UTI) sensor.

"This announcement is a landmark achievement for Osmetech and a first for the e-nose industry," said Richard Duda, Osmetech's chief executive. "We are delighted to have reached the milestone of FDA approval and to have done so in the time scale we set at the start of the FDA submission process."

Electronic nose firm sniffs out US market

Trials of the BV sensor will take place at three hospitals, including St Georges Hospital in London. Data from the trials will be used to apply for FDA approval to market the product, expected by the summer.

According to the firm, a study at John Hopkins Hospital in the US showed the sensor gave diagnostic readings that were both quicker and more objective than current sensing methods.

In October 2000, a large study in London showed the device matched the existing 'gold standard' methods, Osmetech said.

Researchers seek to improve 3D-sound experience

Individually-tailored surround-sound systems could come out of research at the University of California, Davis.

It has long been known that adding certain acoustic artefacts to stereo audio signals can make sounds appear to come from different directions to the listener.

The artefacts mimic various filtering effects that occur to sound waves as they are diffracted, refracted and absorbed by the body, head and ears of the listener on the way to the listener’s inner ears.

Several commercial 3D sound systems exist, but all are based on a single, averaged head and ears model. This model is called an HRTF, or head-related transfer function.

Listeners who closely resemble the model get the best 3D effect, which worsens as the subject differs further from the average.

Several commercial 3D sound systems exist, but all are based on a single, averaged head and ears model. This model is called an HRTF, or head-related transfer function.

Listeners who closely resemble the model get the best 3D effect, which worsens as the subject differs further from the average.

The researchers, Richard Duda and Ralph Algazi, have measured the 3D hearing of 45 humans and also measured their torsos, heads and ears in

The researchers, Richard Duda and Ralph Algazi, have measured the 3D hearing of 45 humans and also measured their torsos, heads and ears in

an attempt to find some form of correlation between physical shape and 3D sound perception.

The eventual aim is to somehow scan listeners with a video camera, then automatically adjust the sound characteristics to suit them.

"I believe that this customisation of systems to individual characteristics represents an important and achievable goal for computer technology. Our current work, with colleagues at the University of Maryland and Duke University, is taking the next step toward this goal by using computer vision techniques and high-performance computing to obtain personalised HRTFs," said Duda.

To allow others to have a go at finding correlation between physical and acoustic characteristics, Duda and Algazi have put their measurements up on the Web at interface.cipic.ucdavis.edu. Click on HRTF data. The US National Science Foundation funded Duda and Algazi's work.
Disney’s Wurlitzer gets a face lift

Devon-based Musicom has updated Disney’s mighty Wurlitzer to bring its reliability into the 21st century – and add some new features at the same time.

“The old system had about 50 miles of cable and 25,000 different sets of contacts,” said Musicom’s founder and MD Tony Koorlander. The contacts tend to wear out, making maintenance a headache and “the Wurlitzer [console] comes out of the floor on a lift. The original bundle of cables didn’t like all the flexing and was a nightmare”, said Koorlander.

Musicom’s system replaces everything except the key contacts and solenoids with electronics. A proprietary nine-wire bus in a flexible cable takes data from a computer in the console to the various organ pipes. PIC microcontrollers running Musicom software demultiplex the bus signals and operate solenoids through Musicom interface cards. Opto-isolation is used extensively to beat electrical noise, which is considerable according to Koorlander. Heavy ground is used for the same reason.

The console computer is a TP300 Pentium-level machine from DSP Design. It runs Musicom software over a QNX operating system. This set-up replaced the in-house Z80 system Musicom had used before, but which proved inadequate for the Wurlitzer.

www.musicom-ltd.com

TI combines DSP and Risc cores

Standard chips combining advanced signal processing and Risc cores are now available, following Texas Instruments’ launch of its C5470/1. The devices combine a C54x class DSP with an ARM7 processor and a host of peripheral circuitry.

“On one device we tried to get the best each core can offer,” said Arnaud Duclap, European business development manager at TI. A 100MHz C54x DSP with 72kwords of RAM shares 8kwords of RAM with a 47 5MHz ARM7, which has its own 16kbyte of memory.

The chips are aimed at applications with both signal processing and control requirements. For example, in a text-to-speech system, the DSP performs speech synthesis, while the ARM7 carries out linguistic processing functions.

But why not just use two separate processors? By combining the cores on a single die, “we reduce the system size, we reduce the cost and the power by 40 per cent”, said Duclap.

Peripherals common to both chips include two multichannel buffered serial ports, two UARTs, serial port, I2C, and general purpose I/O. A keypad, LCD, USB and Bluetooth links can be directly control.

Exploding ICs... Chemists at the University of California, San Diego have discovered that silicon wafers can be easily made into tiny explosives that might be used one day to chemically analyze samples in the field or serve as power sources for tiny electronic sensors the size of a speck of dust.

“Most people are familiar with silicon as the material that’s used in computer chips for circuits,” says Michael J. Sailor, a professor of chemistry and biochemistry who headed the research project. “This is the same material, but we’re making it into a very finely divided form of silicon – a nanocrystal – that has such a high surface area that it burns very quickly. The faster the burn, the bigger the bang.”
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Batteries add bulk, not to mention cost. But if you had access to low-cost, paper-thin batteries, the possibilities would be endless. You could embed them in credit and identity cards, in baggage labels, in RF-enabled price and product tags, in contactless car-park and travel tickets, in novelty greetings cards and in all manner of toys and games.

Cheaper, lighter batteries would benefit existing products as well as these more novel applications. Thinner batteries could bring down the cost of the disposable cellphone as well as reduce the size and weight of all manner of portable and mobile devices, such as notebook computers and personal digital assistants.

All these possibilities are just around the corner, according to the Power Paper company of Israel, whose product of the same name works exactly like a traditional battery but is nearly as thin as a piece of paper. Power Paper cells make an ideal replacement for watch or calculator batteries but unlike existing button cells, Power Paper is just half a millimetre thick.

The cell is made up of five ink-like layers of material—a collector and cathode layer on one side, a collector and anode layer on the other and an electrolyte core. This produces a dry battery that's not only flexible but also has no need for a hermetically sealed metal case. It's ‘green’ too; all ingredients are non-toxic and safe, permitting disposal without endangering the environment.

Output is 1.5 volts and cells can be used in multiples to provide more power. A 1mm² (25mm²) printed cell will provide this voltage with a capacity of 15mAh and a shelf-life of more than two years. They can be used in multiple combinations for greater voltage requirements in any shape or size.

A rechargeable version is planned, although the first production of Power Paper batteries will be targeted at disposable products, such as travel cards, car park season tickets, greeting cards, toys and industrial tags.

Standard silk-screen printing presses are used to print the batteries onto paper and other substrates, giving amazing versatility and allowing them to be manufactured into any shape or size. They can also be integrated with printed circuits, RFID patch antennas and microchips, enabling them to perform functions such as controlling prescription drug injections, monitoring smart tags and labels or transmitting radio frequency identification label information over long distances.

Another promising niche market is in medical applications. These include bracelets that monitor temperature and provide health readings, prescription labels that read directions aloud to patients and remind them to take their medication, powered transdermal patches that deliver medication and combined...
Power Paper’s cells are made up of five ink-like layers of material – a collector and cathode layer on one side, a collector and anode layer on the other and an electrolyte core.
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Ian Poole has been investigating how today's most popular receiver topology - the superheterodyne - made its debut.

From the very earliest days of radio, the two aspects of radio performance - sensitivity and selectivity - have been of paramount importance. Shortly after the beginning of the twentieth century when coherers and spark transmitters were in use, the lack of receiver sensitivity seriously limited the range over which transmissions could be made.

The limited selectivity also hampered performance. Indeed, after the Titanic sank, the number of stations transmitting and aiming to help caused congestion on the airwaves and actually impaired the rescue.

To overcome these problems, receiver performance needed to be greatly improved. This resulted in the invention of the superheterodyne or superhet receiver. The name is derived from the words supersonic - i.e. above the audible range - and heterodyne from the fact that two signals are mixed together.

The basic concept was invented during the First World War, and many basic broadcast sets today are little more complicated than the first superhet built, although most sets today are somewhat more sophisticated and
**RF Tuning and amplification**

Note: some components in the following diagrams are not to today's standards. The conventions used have tried to follow those of the original diagrams as closely as possible.

**Fig. 1. Block diagram of a simple superheterodyne receiver.**

- RF Tuning and amplification
- Mixer
- Intermediate frequency filter and amplifier
- Demodulator (detector)
- Audio amplifier
- Local oscillator

**Fig. 2. A receiver arrangement for using the Fessenden's idea of transmitting signals that beat together in the receiver.**

- A1
- A2
- C = inductor core
- D = detecting telephone

**Superhet principle**

The superhet principle involves the use of a local oscillator to convert the incoming signals down to a fixed frequency, an intermediate frequency amplifier and a filter. Tuning the receiver is effected by changing the frequency of the local oscillator so that signals on different incoming frequencies are able to pass through the filter, Fig. 1.

The advantage of this technique is that a high-performance filter can be designed for a fixed frequency. Designing variable-frequency filters would be far more difficult and expensive and the level of performance would be far inferior.

**Early ideas**

The story of the superhet starts with some early experiments that were performed by an American Engineer named R. A. Fessenden. He thought that the sensitivity of receivers could be improved if the transmitter were made to send out a signal that would produce the desired signal in the receiver.

Fessenden proposed that one way this could be done was to transmit two signals close in frequency to one another. Once received and detected at the receiver, audible beat notes would be heard. He patented the idea on 28 September 1901. It is particularly important because this was the first recorded instance of using the beat-frequency phenomenon for wireless communication, Fig. 2.

Having formulated his first idea, Fessenden started to refine it. Transmitting two high-power signals to beat with one another in the receiver wasted power and required two transmitters. His next idea used a locally generated signal from the receiver to interact with the incoming signal to form the audible beat note.

Apart from being considerably more efficient this second method had the further advantage that it enabled the receiver operator to vary the frequency of the beat note at the receiver by simply changing the frequency of the locally generated signal, Fig. 3.

The idea was successfully used with a distance of over 3000 miles (5560km) achieved using the system. However certainly have a far superior performance. Even so the basic concept is still the same.
its efficiency was low as a result of the very low sensitivity of the non-polarised telephone receivers that had to be used. As a result the idea remained dormant for several years.

Renewed interest
The next time the idea of beats was renewed was in 1910 after some tests between two American cruisers. During the course of these experiments, one of the wireless operators noticed several unusual effects in the receiver when the transmitter on the ship was started up.

The beat note would have been at around 20kHz, well above the frequency response of any transducers and hence difficult to detect. Nevertheless, the resulting observations lead to a more detailed investigation of local oscillators and the effects of signals beating with one another.

The result of this investigation was a far more sensitive receiver. A rectifier and normal moving-coil telephone earpiece replaced the original earpieces and the design of the circuitry was optimised. Tuning was accomplished by varying the frequency of the local oscillator, which in these early receivers used a high-frequency alternator, Fig. 4.

In 1913, the heterodyne receiver was used in some more naval tests, but this time between Arlington Virginia and the warship Salem. Here the new receiver performed well, enabling communication to be established over distances up to 6400 miles.

Not only was the set more sensitive, but it also gave superior performance under conditions of interference, proving itself against magnetic detector and ticker receivers.

Valves
One of the major enabling factors in the development of the superhet was the invention and development of the valve, or tube.

Initially, the invention of a diode detector was made by Ambrose Fleming, professor of electrical engineering at University College London in 1904. This formed the platform for de Forest to develop the triode valve in the USA two years later. This was initially used only as a detector, but later it was discovered the device could amplify signals.

Naturally the performance of these early valves was very poor. Gain was limited and the frequency response restricted their use to a few hundred kilohertz.

Valves were used in many types of receiver, including direct-conversion receivers. Here they made the generation of the local-oscillator signal much easier. The first instance of a valve being used as an oscillator in this way was by Arco and Meissner of the Telefunken company in Germany in 1913.

Although valves were very expensive around this time they were less expensive than a high-frequency alternator and they were also much more compact. As a result a considerable amount of interest in their use was stimulated by their use in this application. A number of people including H. J. Round, an employee of the Marconi Company, experimented with their use as a source of a heterodyne signal for use in receivers.

Wartime impetus
The next major impetus for the development of radio technology arose from the hostilities in Europe during the First World War.

The advantages of wireless had been recognised by the military authorities on both sides of the divide and as a result many of the leaders in wireless development were looking to methods by which they could improve the technology. On the side of the Allies H. J. Round, M. Latour and later E. H. Armstrong were some of the leading lights in the developments being made, and for the Germans, there was W. Schottky.

All these scientists had a common goal — that of giving higher degrees of amplification and better selectivity. This proved to be very difficult between frequencies of 500 and 3000 kilocycles. These were considered to be very high frequencies.

Many of the problems arose from the limitations in the development of the valves of the day. Here inter-electrode capacitances meant that frequencies above about 500 kilocycles presented considerable difficulties when using valves. They lost gain and became very unstable. This set people thinking how these problems could be overcome.
One method was naturally to look at the root cause and investigate how the performance of valves could be improved. H. J. Round undertook much valuable work in this area. He developed a new valve type known as the V24 that had low levels of inter-electrode capacitance. He also introduced a number of other measures to improve receiver performance, and made some significant advances, but they did not provide the complete solution. Accordingly others looked to means whereby greater improvements in performance could be gained.

**Lucien Levy**

The next major development was made by a French engineer named Lucien Levy. He was mainly interested in reducing the effects of interference and he developed an idea that he claimed would completely eliminate the effects of "parasites and ordinary interference". His method of reception used the superheterodyne principle and the patent covering his proposal was filed on 4 August 1917.

Levy’s receiver had a first mixer where the signals were converted down in frequency. The output, or beats, were said to be ‘ultra-acoustical’ but sufficiently low in frequency that they could be easily tuned.

A second heterodyne converted the keyed carriers that were to be received into audible beat notes. By using this principle, Levy believed that the ultra-acoustical beats would be so far separated in frequency from the atmospheric disturbances and interfering stations that the wanted signal could be easily separated and interference would be completely eliminated, Fig. 5.

Although the receiver shown only has two valves in the signal path, Levy intended that further stages of amplification would be added in the intermediate frequency stages to boost the signal level. This would be tuned if necessary. The main difference between Levy’s superhet and the principle used today is that the intermediate frequency stages were variable in frequency.

**Armstrong’s idea**

When the American forces arrived in Europe to join the other forces in the struggle against Germany, they found that the receivers they possessed were not suitable for the high frequency work required.

Edwin Armstrong spent some time researching the problem and came up with a similar solution to that proposed by Levy. However, he proposed that a receiver would have a fixed-frequency intermediate stage instead of a variable-frequency one.

One of the main advantages of this approach at the time was that it overcame the poor performance of valves at high frequencies. By using a low-frequency IF stage, the required level of gain could be achieved without the problems of instability that would be encountered at higher frequencies. Armstrong stated that incoming signals along with their modulation would be converted down to the lower frequency where they would be amplified and tuned and finally rectified in the normal way, Fig. 6.

Armstrong filed the patent for his idea on 30 December 1918 and it included the possibility of multiple conversions. It was over six months behind one filed in Germany by Schottky. Armstrong though had built and tested an eight-valve superhet. It consisted of a first detector or mixer, heterodyne oscillator, three stages of intermediate frequency amplification second detector and two stages of low frequency amplification.

Schottky had not built and tested his idea so Armstrong is generally credited with the invention of the superhet radio.

**In abeyance**

With the cessation of hostilities the need for the superhet wireless set reduced. Valves were very expensive and few wireless stations were active. Accordingly little was heard of the idea for a number of years.

Soon, many developments were made. Valves became cheaper. Indirectly-heated valves were introduced so that a common heated supply could be used and individual bias batteries were not required, making valves much cheaper to use.

More components such as dual-gang capacitors were developed. All of these combined with the increasing number of stations broadcasting meant that higher levels of performance were required. As a result the superhet started to be used for broadcast sets. This occurred during the late 1920s in the US and early 1930s, in Europe where the growth in broadcasting was slower.

Now the superhet radio is used almost universally for broadcast and most other types of receiver, and it looks to remain in its position of dominance for very many years to come.

More information about radio and electronics history as well as today's technology can be found at: www.radio-electronics.com.
Off-the-shelf, ganged potentiometers are rare and can be very expensive. Cyril Bateman has devised a method of ganging your own pots in multiples of two, three or even four gangs.

Quality double-ganged potentiometers needed to build a low-distortion test oscillator can prove difficult to source. Triple and quadruple ganged devices needed for a distortion analyser are almost impossible to locate anywhere.

One major supplier of precision potentiometers – B.I. Technologies – catalogue a variety of styles having a small diameter rear extension spindle. Perhaps this could be used to gang together the required number of controls.

The company’s Web page provides a stock-finding facility which accesses both distributor and factory stocks. Unfortunately, despite repeated searches using this facility, I failed to find a single usable item listed as being in stock anywhere – world-wide.

For many years, the Alps factory has provided good-quality carbon-track linear and logarithmic controls, in 27mm and 40mm sizes. These are manufactured as single, double and quadruple-ganged assemblies. These used to be available, both motorised and non-motorised, from hi-fi kit specialists such as Hart Electronics.

Today these double-ganged devices can still be obtained from stockists, but usually only in a limited range and with logarithmic tapers. Double-ganged linear styles proved difficult to source and regardless of value or taper, I could not find any quadruple-ganged stocks.

Fig. 1. This semi-overhead view of my dual gang version, illustrates both types of outrigger bearing. Clearly shown is the possibility of reducing the depth needed for all three assemblies. Unwanted spindle length will be removed at final installation. For this assembly, the potentiometer spindles were spaced on 40.5mm centres. This spacing provided easy connections to my circuit board.
Occasionally, good quality carbon track dual controls intended for audio amplifiers can be obtained. These are matched to 1 dB. But ganged multi-turn precision wire-wound controls simply do not exist — unless you want to order a very large quantity.

The tracks of potentiometers matched to 1 dB can vary considerably relative to each other as the control is rotated. While this tolerance is adequate for many audio purposes, better than 1 dB matching is needed when building low-distortion oscillators and low-distortion notch filters.

Having wasted much time attempting to source the ganged components that I needed to build a new distortion analyser, I decided to explore other means to provide suitable variable controls.

Ganging methods
I decided to mechanically gang together the required number of conventional multi-turn precision wire-wound controls. These are standard distributor stock items and are available in many values. Ganging these together would also allow using mixed values as needed for, say, a twin-tee filter, as well as making identical multiples.

Like John Linsley-Hood, I too recalled the special dial drive pulleys once used with spring tensioned wire belts as reduction tuning drives for receivers. However, I was unable to find a supplier. On reflection, I don't think that they would be all that useful for ganging together multi-turn potentiometers.

Initial attempts to ‘gear’ together two controls using pulleys or gear wheels failed, so I sought another method. It had proved almost impossible to source suitable light-duty small pulleys, chains or gear wheels for shaft diameters larger than 3 mm. Most suitable potentiometers come with either 6 mm or 0.25 in shafts.

After many catalogue searches I decided to use the smallest and lightest toothed belt and matching pulley drive wheels I could find. Such drives are noiseless at low speed. Being backlash free, it looked as though they would provide a possible, if slightly heavy duty, solution.

Implementing the idea
I mounted two ten-turn wire-wound potentiometers onto an experimental slotted aluminium face plate. Initial experiments ganging these together using 14-tooth pulleys and a 60XL025 belt obtained from RS worked well, but the idea needed refining. The potentiometer spindle reached only into the middle of this pulley wheel so some means to mount a control knob was needed.

Initially I tried simply extending one spindle by supergluing a short length into the pulley boss. This worked quite well, but still needed improving. The main problem now was that the slack in the potentiometer spindle bearings did not ensure that both spindles remained parallel. This allowed some ‘run-out’ of the belt on the pulley wheels. With the spindles glued or pinned into the pulley, brute force would be needed in order to replace a control.

Outrigger bearings would ensure the necessary spindle alignment. At some increase in the depth required for an assembly, commercial spindle extensions would then allow the potentiometers to be

*There’s a chance that using Loctite as opposed to Superglue might improve this situation as it tends to have a slight centring effect as it expands. If you try it, let the Loctite cure with the spindle vertical. If your drilling isn’t too accurate, try drilling the holes half a millimetre or so further apart than they should be then file them out with a rat’s tail until the belt’s a snug fit. If you tend to get three-cornered holes when you drill sheet metal, try putting a small (25 mm or so) square of rag over the position of the hole you’re about to make so that the drill grabs the rag just before it starts to drill the hole. Any theories as to how this works? Ed.

**Materials used**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pulleys</th>
<th>14 tooth Martin 14XL037 obtained from RS as part number 350-8052.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Two gang belt</td>
<td>60XL025 obtained from RS as part number 338-7524.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triple gang belt</td>
<td>70XL025 obtained from RS as part number 338-7530.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadruple gang belt</td>
<td>80XL025 obtained from RS as part number 338-7546.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extension spindles type 56</td>
<td>obtained from Farnell as part number 101-603.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality outrigger bearing</td>
<td>obtained from Farnell as part number 321-345.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low cost outrigger bearing</td>
<td>obtained from Electrovalue as part number 12MMB.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 3. Needing little more space than for the triple gang version, this quad version with its spindles spaced by 33mm, is free from backlash yet rotates freely, with little effort. It could be used for the two-stage Linsley-Hood distortion meter design, or to make a tracking spectrum analyser/tracking generator assembly.

adjusted to synchronise their values, or be easily replaced when necessary.

To carry these outrigger bearings, a second identical mounting plate would be needed. Both plates would then be mechanically secured together using low cost 40mm long plastic spacers.

For this two-gang version, I used two identical mounting plates measuring 80mm by 25mm. The two potentiometer mounting holes were spaced at 40.5mm centres.

Ten-turn wirewounds are relatively expensive so I preferred to not shorten their spindles. These were all left standard for the photographs. However when ready for final installation, each assembly could be slightly foreshortened by cutting these spindles as required. This possibility is clearly visible in the photograph of my two gang assembly, Fig. 1.

While all three versions used the same 14-tooth pulley wheels, to minimise size, each needs a different length toothed belt. Being of US origin, these belts are specified by their circumference in tenths of one inch and each tooth is spaced by 0.2in. Hence the belt 60XL025 I used for the two-gang design comprises thirty teeth and has a width of 0.25in. Since each pulley contains 14 teeth, this is the shortest usable belt with these two pulleys.

As you can in this photograph, I demonstrate two different outrigger bearings. The deeper one behind the knob is a very low cost, £0.07 die-cast moulding, suitable for intermittent use.

The second bearing, nearest the camera, is much more expensive, listing at £1.26. Made by Radiatron it is a quality brass turned part, so more suited to continuous rotations.

**Triple and quad gangs**

Mounting plate blanks measuring 80mm by 50mm were used for both the triple and quadruple ganged versions. For the triple-ganged design I used a Gates 35-tooth belt, 70XL025. With three 14-tooth pulleys, the potentiometers were mounted on a pitch-circle diameter of 41mm. This results in the spindles being spaced by 35.5mm at the corners of an equilateral triangle. This triple-gang version was assembled using two 20kΩ potentiometers and one of 10kΩ for use in a twin-tee notch filter, Fig. 2.

The quadruple-ganged version is easier to produce than is the triple gang and takes up little extra space. Using a 40-tooth 80XL025 belt with four 14-tooth pulleys, the spindles were equally spaced at the corners of a 33mm square Fig. 3.

Pulleys with fewer teeth and shorter toothed belts are listed, but at the time I built my units, all were on very extended lead times.

Having determined the spacing and materials needed for these ganged pot assemblies has provided me with a very low-cost and instant solution for what had previously appeared to be an insoluble problem.

**Reference**

Michael Slifkin and Shai Kriegman have been investigating three ways of measuring capacitance – one using phase shift, one using the error signal from a PLL and the third looking at a frequency change caused by the unknown capacitor.

Measuring capacitance

Reactance – i.e. capacitance and inductance – can be measured in various ways. Any change in the way that a circuit functions due to the addition of a reactance can be measured and used to determine the reactance.

It is preferable that such measurements have high resolution, good linearity and low noise. Linearity is not an absolute requirement; it can often be compensated for by adjusting readings. However it certainly makes life easier if measurements are linear.

There are many devices now on the market whose action is controlled or modified by reactance. Our aim here is to take some of these devices and see whether they can be used to measure capacitance.

One of us has already described a high-performance inductance meter using modern integrated circuitry. This is certainly cheap compared to comparable commercially available meters, but not that cheap in absolute terms. Here we describe three methods of measuring capacitance. All use minimal chip count and are very cheap.

The first method consists of adding the capacitance to an LC resonant circuit and measuring the phase shift using a phase detector. The second consists of altering the free running frequency of an analogue phase lock loop and measuring the error signal between this oscillation and that of a fixed frequency input signal. In the third method, the capacitance is used to shift the frequency of an oscillator i.e. to obtain frequency modulation and the modulation is measured with an FM demodulator.

Michael and Shai are with the Jerusalem College of Technology

Fig. 1. Test oscillator running at 16MHz. A higher frequency oscillator might have made the measurements more accurate, but it would also have made construction more complicated.
Fig. 2. A simple LC filter has a maximum at some frequency so that the signal of that frequency will pass through with minimum attenuation and zero change of phase. Adding a small reactance changes the maximum of the filter and so causes some attenuation of the original signal and more importantly a change of phase.

Method 1

The phase shift method works as follows. A simple LC filter will have a maximum at some frequency so that the signal of that frequency will pass through with minimum attenuation and zero change of phase. Adding a small reactance changes the maximum of the filter and so causes some attenuation of the original signal and more importantly a change of phase. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.

For small phase changes, the attenuation will be very small as the top of the response curve of this simple filter is almost flat. Hence an accurate measurement of the phase gives a measure of the capacitance.

It is possible to show mathematically what ought to happen. The resonant frequency \( f_0 \) is given by:

\[
f_0 = \frac{1}{2\pi\sqrt{LC}}
\]

A change of capacitance \( dC \) gives a change of frequency:

\[
df = \frac{dC}{2C}
\]

and the change in phase \( d\phi \) is given by:

\[
d\phi = -\frac{dC}{Q}\omega
\]

Here, \( \omega \) is \( 2\pi f \) and \( Q \) is the Q-factor of the coil \( \omega L C \). Variable \( r \) represents the internal resistance of the coil.

The phase change is linear with \( C \) for small changes in phase and increase in amplitude with increasing frequency and increasing Q-factor. This is why we picked 16MHz for our test frequency. Interestingly enough most commercial instruments use a lower frequency of 1MHz.

We proceeded to measure the phase using a simple phase detector. This is an analogue multiplier or mixer followed by a low-pass filter. Figure 3 shows the block diagram.

If there are two signals:

\[
V_1 = A \times \cos(\omega t + \Phi_1)
\]

and:

\[
V_2 = A \times \sin(\omega t + \Phi_2)
\]

then the product:

\[
V_1 \times V_2 = \frac{A^2}{4} \times \cos(2\omega t + \Phi_1 + \Phi_2) + \frac{A^2}{4} \times \sin(\Phi_1 - \Phi_2)
\]

(Apologies, the ± in the above equation should be a −). The first term is at twice the frequency of the test signal and can be removed with a low-pass filter. The second term is DC and proportional to the sine of the phase shift. For small angles the sine equals the angle in radians. So that we now have a voltage from the multiplier proportional to the phase shift and hence to the capacitance but only for small phase shifts.

The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 4. \( C_9 \) in the LC circuit gives the 90° phase shift. Capacitor \( C_{11} \) is a trimmer that’s adjusted to give the resonant condition. The phase detector

A data sheet for the MC1496 can be downloaded from:
http://www.onsemi.com/pub/Collateral/MC1496-D.PDF

The web address for the NE564 is:
http://xanadu.ece.ucsb.edu/~long/ece145b/NE564.pdf

A high-quality fixed-frequency oscillator is needed for the first two of these measurements. You could use a laboratory signal generator, but we built a crystal-controlled 16MHz oscillator for used in two of the methods.

Figure 1 shows the circuit diagram of that oscillator. Its frequency has been chosen as a compromise between high frequency for high accuracy and simplicity of construction. A higher frequency oscillator would have made construction more complicated. Additionally we had the crystal to hand, which was probably the most pressing reason for choosing it.

Resistor \( R_1 \) in the circuit limits the amplitude it can be adjusted to give more or less output but in any event one should not allow a current greater than about 1mA to flow.

Data sheet sources

A data sheet for the MC1496 can be downloaded from:
http://www.onsemi.com/pub/Collateral/MC1496-D.PDF

The web address for the NE564 is:
http://xanadu.ece.ucsb.edu/~long/ece145b/NE564.pdf
Fig. 4. Circuit of a capacitance measuring scheme that compares the phase of two signals.

Fig. 5. Results obtained from measuring capacitors using the phase-shift comparator of Fig. 4.

Fig. 6. In this capacitance measuring scheme, the value of the error signal from a phase-locked loop represents the unknown capacitor's value.

Method 2
A block description of the second capacitance-measurement method is given in Fig. 6. The NE564 phase-lock loop is another industry standard chip that has been around for a very long time. The phase comparator compares the difference in frequency/phase circuit is based on a well-tried industrial standard chip the 1495. This multiplies the two signals and gives an output proportional to the phase difference.

The low-pass filter removes the 32MHz signal and a x25 difference amplifier gives the final voltage. Results are shown in Fig. 5. This diagram shows the output voltage plotted against a number of capacitances that have been measured to 1% on a commercial laboratory capacitance meter.

The linearity is not as good as one might expect. We feel that some more experimentation might have produced better linearity. Certainly smaller values of capacitance should give better linearity.

With the given coil and trimming capacitor, it is only possible to cover a limited range of capacitance. A more serious instrument would require a number of switched coils to increase the range. Alternatively, you could use different frequencies.
between the a reference signal and an input signal and removes the high
frequency content of the comparison. After amplification, the ‘DC-error
signal’ as it is called is passed to the voltage-controlled oscillator in such a
manner as to bring the frequency in line with the signal frequency coming from
the 16MHz oscillator. In this state the PLL is said to be locked.
This error signal is a direct measure of the capacitance. Figure 7 shows the
circuit diagram. The results shown in Fig. 8 are indeed very linear. However
the range is limited by the capture frequency of the PLL.
The capture range of the PLL is that range of frequencies around the VCO
free running frequency over which the PLL will lock onto the signal, giving a
well-defined error signal. This capture range can be extended but only at the
expense of a noisier signal.
Loop gain governs the capture range: this gain is determined by the resistance
in addition, where there is a large

capture range, noise pulses can throw the PLL out of lock. We have made this
value variable so that you can find the optimum conditions empirically.

Method 3
Referring to Fig. 9, in essence, this method consists of changing the tuned
circuit of an oscillator to give a shift in frequency and then demodulating the
new signal to find the shift in signal as a DC voltage.
Obviously, there are many ways of
doing this but as we already have the PLL, we can use this as the demodulator. In this case we have a fixed capacitor tuning the PLL to the frequency of the oscillator.

When the signal frequency is altered by the sample capacitance there is an error signal from the PLL. This error signal should be proportional to the shift in frequency and, if the frequency shift is small, linear with capacitance.

Figure 10 shows the circuit. We have provided it with a power supply. Actually it is the same one we used with the 16MHz crystal oscillator. You could of course use batteries if you don't have the components readily to hand.

There is a buffer after the oscillator to prevent pulling. The demodulator section is just the PLL with a fixed capacitor to make the free running frequency equal to that of the oscillator.

As Fig. 11 shows, the output is quite linear. It is possible to encompass a greater range with the PLL in this mode than in method 2. Bear in mind though that method 2 uses fewer components and chips. Any form of FM demodulator could be used here, but the one shown is probably the simplest.

In summary

We have barely scratched the surface of this topic. There's a plethora of ICs performing all sorts of functions that are reactance dependent. In addition, method 3 lends itself to all kinds of possibilities. You could of course simply measure the new frequency directly and use a look up table.

A method that we are currently developing and hope to publish soon consists of two identical oscillator circuits. One is detuned with the test capacitance. We measure the beat frequency between the two and get the capacitance directly from this. This is particularly suitable for very low values of capacitance.

Reference

Ian Hickman's final article about a simple direction-finding system describes the RSSI demultiplexer and other circuitry not covered in the two earlier articles. He also provides notes on putting the system together.

This is the third and final article in a set that describes a direction finding system. The system locates the orientation of VHF broadcast transmitters relative to where you are, as a means of determining your position. Here I will be discussing the commutation oscillator, the demultiplexer switch, the leaky integrators and the audio section of the direction finder.

Figure 1 shows the complete circuit, with the section relevant to this article highlighted in yellow. The audio department is very straightforward. It simply accepts the audio output from pin 6 of the CA3089 IF subsystem IC via a 50μs de-emphasis time constant produced by a CR network.

The audio signal feeds an LM380 audio amplifier IC via a volume control. From there, it passes to a a 35Ω loudspeaker via a 100μF electrolytic capacitor. Note that in place of the CA3089, used as it was in stock, the more recent pin-compatible CA3189 should prove entirely suitable, offering improved performance.

RSSI processing
At the heart of the system is the processing of the received signal-strength indicator, or RSSI, output at pin 13 of the CA3089. This is used to extract information as to the bearing of the station being received.

Information extraction is performed under the control of the multiplexer clock generator, which uses two of the four sections of a TL084 quad op-amp, running on ±15V stabilised supplies. Consequently, when the output of the right hand op-amp is at +15V, the voltage at its non-inverting input is +5V.

Via the 180kΩ resistor, the 100nF capacitor at the inverting input charges towards +5V. As it reaches this level, the output starts to fall and positive feedback to the non-inverting terminal will drive the output to −15V. The 180kΩ resistor now charges the capacitor towards −5V, the
Fig. 1. Circuit of the VHF direction finder. A second antenna circuit is needed, which is identical to the one shown. This month's article focuses on the section highlighted in yellow.
output switching back to +15V as soon as the non-
inverting input reaches −5V, and the cycle repeats.
As the ±15V square wave at the output is larger than
needed, another op-amp section, connected as a high input
impedance unity gain buffer, picks off the ±5V square
wave at the non-inverting input.
The IN4148 diode blocks the negative-going phase, and
the clock waveform swinging between 0V and
+5V. This is applied to the DG201 quad CMOS switch.
The clock drive at pin 8 of the DG201 produces an
±5V square wave at the non-inverting input.
As I explained earlier, the amplitude of the RSSI voltage
will vary at the clock rate of the multiplexer clock
generator, unless of course the signal arrives at each of
the two antennas in exactly the same phase. If the two are in
phase, then the output voltages of the two leaky integrators
would sit at the same negative voltage, were it not for the
470kΩ resistor to +5V at the inverting input of the lower
integrator.
The 470kΩ resistor results in a −0.5V offset at its output,
relative to the output of the upper leaky integrator. Hence
the 1mA full-scale deflection meter reads half scale when
the RSSI output is the same on both phases of the
multiplexer clock. This means that a normal 1mA FSD
moving coil meter can be used, a centre-zero meter is not
required.
The time constant of the leaky integrators is long
compared to the period of the multiplexer clock, so that the
outputs are ripple free and a steady meter reading results. If
however the signal being received arrives from an off-
centre direction, the phases at the two antennas will differ.
This is converted to an amplitude difference, as described
earlier. Current through the meter will therefore be less
than or more than 0.5mA, and the pointer will move to left
or right accordingly.
Implementing the direction finder
The two antennas I used were electrically-short
monopoles, about 15cm long. This means that they were
around a twentieth of a wavelength at the operating
frequency in the VHF FM 88-108MHz broadcast band, as
against the 75cm length of a resonant quarter-wave whip.
Each antenna was mounted above a 30cm square sheet of
single-sided copper-clad FRGP board. The system was
constructed from four such sheets, as shown in Fig. 2.
Three were secured, side by side, to two wooden battens.
The fourth board was halved, and used as feet, one at each end.
Each foot was sweated to the copper side of one of the
outer boards; the solder fillet is detailed in the inset of Fig.
2. Two tin-plate gusset pieces, similarly sweated in place,
were used for bracing. The edges of the copper on the
centremost sheet were connected to the adjacent sheets
with soldered wire links every 3cm, providing an effective
ground plane of 30 x 90cm.
Two 1mm sockets were mounted on the centreline,
separated by 45cm, or 60%, of a quarter of a wavelength.
The 18SWG TCU antennas were mounted on 1mm-pin
plugs, making the antennas demountable for transport.
The sockets carry the signal through to the copper-faced
underside of the ground plane, where all the circuitry is
mounted. The circuitry of each input stage, see Figure 1 on
page 64 of the January issue, was mounted adjacent to its
antenna socket.
Components with one lead grounded, such as decoupling
capacitors, resistors, etc., were soldered directly to the
ground plane, and their other ends used as mounting points
for the other components; so-called ‘fresh air’
construction.
Mounting remaining circuitry
The remaining circuit blocks were built up as separate
tentities and tested, before being mounted on the copper-
faced underside of the ground plane.
Non-RF sections, like the multiplexer clock oscillator,
were constructed by groups of students on 0.1in-matrix
copper-strip board, other such units being the audio output
stage and the leaky integrators plus RSSI demultiplexing
switches.
Another solution is to use fresh air construction to build the
RF sections, the local oscillator and its associated
output amplifier IC on a 5cm square piece of copper-clad.
When tested and working, this can be secured to the centre
of the ground plane with multiple wire straps round the
edge.
The MAX4313 RF multiplexer, with the mixer and its
output amplifier formed a unit. This unit’s 51Ω terminated
inputs were fed via miniature 50Ω coax leads from the
outputs of the two 2 hybrids at the antenna circuits. The IF
filter together with the CA3089 and its associated
components formed a third RF unit, likewise mounted with
multiple ground straps.
The meter was mounted in the position shown in Fig. 3,
and the tuning and volume controls on a small subpanel
below the meter on the underside of the ground plane.
Setting up
The tuning range of the local oscillator should be checked to
ensure that it covers the VHF FM 88-108MHz broadcast
band. If a spectrum analyser is not available, an FM
receiver can be used.
The local oscillator, with a few centimetres of wire
tacked onto the output of its amplifier, should provide
marked quieting of background noise of a nearby receiver
when tuned in.
As the oscillator is required to run 10.7MHz higher than
a station being received, this should apply for receiver
settings of 98.7MHz to the top of the band, with some
further range on the 100kΩ tuning potentiometer still in
hand. Adjust the tuning slug in the 6.9mm diameter former
of four turn oscillator coil to achieve this.
Assuming all the other units have been verified
beforehand, there just remains the final alignment. Tune a strong local station, and adjust each of the antenna trimmers for maximum readings at the outputs of the leaky integrators.

Finally, the system should be aligned with the major axis of the ground plane at right angles to the known position of the station, the latter being on the side of the kit away from the meter.

Note that this setting up must be done in a large open space; a park or sports field, preferably not surrounded by high buildings, should be chosen. If it isn’t, multipath propagation via reflections may vitiate the proceedings. A slight adjustment to one of the antenna circuit trimmers should now result in the meter pointer sitting centre scale.

The equipment should now be rotated 45° to the left. If the pointer moves to the right, i.e. tends to remain pointing at the source of the signal, all is well. If it moves to the left, interchange the X and Y outputs to the leaky integrators.

An alternative procedure, which may be more convenient, is to provide your own “local station”, using a signal generator, although a clear open space is still needed. Set the signal generator output to maximum at, say, 100MHz. Lay it on its back, fit a quarter wavelength - 0.75m - of stiff wire sticking up from the output socket, and position it about three metres away from the direction-finding equipment. Then proceed as above.

Using the equipment
To find the bearing of a transmission that’s being received, the equipment should be rotated in the horizontal plane, until the meter reads centre scale. On rotating the kit somewhat to the left or right, the pointer should move to the right or left respectively. If it moves the other way, the source is behind you, so an about face is called for.

When the pointer is centre scale it indicates the bearing of the source, which can be plotted on a map as a line through your map position. Another bearing, taken from a different place, should give you a cross bearing, indicating the approximate map coordinates of the source.

Naturally, if the bearings differ but little, the result will not be very reliable. A second site giving a bearing at right angles to the first provides the greatest accuracy. But always bear in mind that reflections from large buildings, etc., can influence your readings.

---

Easy-PC For Windows V5.0, now available with SPICE based A/D mixed mode simulator

NEW Easy-PC V5.0
Easy-PC for Windows is one of the biggest selling PCB systems In Europe. With prices starting from as little as £97 it represents exceptional price performance.

Only £295

SPICE Based Simulator
Easy-Spice is a substantially enhanced version of SPICE3 and XSPICE with the underlying algorithms being reworked to significantly improve convergence and add new functionality. Easy-Spice is integrated with Easy-PC Schematics and is supplied ready to use with SPICE libraries and models.

For more information or for a demo copy call us on +44 (0)1684 773662 fax +44 (0)1684 773664 or E-mail info@numberone.com or download a demo copy from www.numberone.com

Number One Systems, Oak Lane, Bredon, Tewkesbury, Glos, GL20 7LR
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Fact: most circuit ideas sent to Electronics World get published

The best circuit ideas are ones that save time or money, or stimulate the thought process. This includes the odd solution looking for a problem - provided that it has a degree of ingenuity.

Your submissions are judged mainly on their originality and usefulness. Interesting modifications to existing circuits are strong contenders too - provided that you clearly acknowledge the circuit you have modified. Never send us anything that you believe has been published before though.

Don't forget to say why you think your idea is worthy.

Clear handwritten notes on paper are a minimum requirement; disks with separate drawing and text files in a popular form are best - but please label the disk clearly.

Send your ideas to: Jackie Lowe, Cumulus Business Media, Anne Boleyn House, 9-13 Ewell Road, Cheam, Surrey SM3 8BZ

Electronic lock with extra security features

Two push-buttons enhance the security and simplify construction of this electronic lock. One determines the bit value, 0 or 1, while a second generates one bounce-free clock pulse per push. This clock pulse advances the code stream in a dual, four-bit register.

An identical match with the program switches will drive the output positive to $V_{DD}$ for three seconds. After that, a reset occurs. The supply voltage may range from 5V to 15V.

Exclusive-OR gates compare the word entered against bit-level switch settings. A mismatch means that one or more gate outputs will be high, causing current to be drawn to ground, via 4047 pin 14 and $Tr_2$'s base. Thus $Tr_1$ holds off $Tr_2$, the output driver.

All bits the same demands no base current and $Tr_2$ is free to turn on via the 18kΩ sink path. Jumper 'A' alone activates the first four bits. Jumper 'B' activates the last four. Both jumpers in place require all eight to match. Remove the jumpers to force a continuous output.

This bypasses the lock.

Transistor $Tr_2$ can easily supply 10mA for a load compatible with the chosen supply voltage; a reed relay or opto coupler would give power amplification as required by a solenoid actuated mechanical latch.

John A Haase
Fort Collins
Colorado
USA
F17

£50 winner
The oscilloscope is moving on...

Features:
- A fraction of the cost of benchtop scopes
- Save multiple setups, for ease of use
- Save, print and e-mail your traces
- FREE software and upgrades
- Automated measurements
- Large colour displays
- Scope, spectrum analyser & meter functions

Ask for a FREE catalogue and demo software, or visit: www.picotech.com

The Stereo Headphone Amplifier Box
Balanced or unbalanced line inputs to stereo headphone output
Professional portable units operating from an internal PP3 battery or external mains adaptor

* Precision transformerless differential left and right inputs *
* Wide range of headphone drive impedances *
* High common mode rejection *
* Low noise and distortion *
* Low quiescent power consumption for extended battery life *
* Extensive RFI protection

The Balance Box (mic/line amplifier) – The Phantom Power Box – The OneStop DIN rail mounting radio frequency interference filter and voltage transient protector for voltage and current loop process signal lines

Conford Electronics Conford Liphood Hants GU30 7QW
Information line 01428 751 469 Fax 751223
E-mail: contact@confordelec.co.uk
Web: http://www.confordelec.co.uk/

TRANSFORMERS FOR BALANCED LINES IN HIGH PERFORMANCE AUDIO SYSTEMS

E A SOWTER LTD
PO Box 36 IPSWICH IP1 2EL ENGLAND
Tel: +44(0)1473 252794
Fax: +44(0)1473 236188
E.Mail: sales@sowter.co.uk
Web: http://www.sowter.co.uk

Design and Manufacture of all types of Audio Transformer using Nickel and Grain Oriented cores

Free catalogue
Free technical support service
Popular types from stock
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CIRCUIT IDEAS

Constant-current diode look-alike

Constant-current sources are widely used in electronics. Most are of the diode/transistor or transistor/transistor three-terminal variety. Constant-current diodes are two-terminal devices, ideal drop-in substitutes for resistors in many instances. However, they suffer from relatively poor compliance, limited power dissipation – 300mW typical – small range of currents available (15mA max.), and only moderate voltage withstand (100V max.) when compared with the less convenient three-terminal current sources constructed from discrete components.

The two-terminal circuit shown here is composed of a pair of complementary constant-current sources, where each provides a constant current for the voltage reference of the other, thereby improving performance. Compliance is excellent and the current can be set to almost any value.

Power dissipation and voltage withstand are limited only by the transistors chosen. The constant current can be calculated from the forward voltage of the LEDs, \( V_F \); \( V_{BE} \) for \( T_{r1} \) and \( T_{r2} \); and the resistor values \( R = R_1 = R_2 \). In the example:

\[
I_{\text{CONST}} = \frac{\frac{V_F}{2} - \frac{V_{BE}}{2} - 0.6}{240} = 8.33 \text{mA}
\]

The circuit can be made up on a tiny piece of stripboard using the layout shown, and makes an excellent replacement for current setting resistors in many audio power amplifiers.

David N White
Bearsden
Glasgow
G3

Power-failure safety interlock

Most of the costly analytical instruments used in laboratories, like mass spectrometers and gas chromatography instruments, are designed to be run continuously. This is because of their requirement for extreme hardware stabilisation and sustaining a high vacuum by constant operation of ion pumps.

Once shut off, such instruments take days to regain full operating efficiency. If restarted immediately following shut off, serious damage their sensitive systems can result.

Commercial modules are available for incorporation between an interruptible power supply unit and such instruments. Their function is to disconnect the instrument from the supply in case of power failure. After restoration of mains supply the instrument is held disconnected until an operator resets the module whenever it is considered that the conditions suitable for the particular instrument.

The circuit here presented consists of a relay and a push switch. The rating of the selected relay and switch depends on the power consumption of the instrument to be protected. When the power is present, pressing the push switch will energise the relay, and the instrument is powered up. When the power fails and then restores, the relay remains de-energised until the operator pushes the button again. This simple idea is a useful and cheap alternative to costly commercial modules performing the same function.

Ejaz Rehman Islamabad Pakistan F94

Battery voltage low/high indicator

In the simple battery discharge/overcharge indicator shown, when \( V_b > V_n \), red LED \( D_3 \) flashes because of the high voltage level on the output of \( I_{C_{ib}} \) and pulses on output of \( I_{C_{ib}} \). When \( V_b = V_n \), green LED \( D_2 \) lights because of the high voltage level on \( I_{C_{ia}} \) output and low voltage level on \( I_{C_{ib}} \) output. When \( V_b < V_n \), green LED \( D_2 \) flashes because of the low voltage level on the output \( I_{C_{ib}} \) and pulses on output \( I_{C_{ia}} \). For my application \( V_b \) (normal) was defined as from 11V to 12.5V, with nearly 4.5 V on \( I_{C_{ia}} \) input (when the voltage on \( I_{C_{ib}} \) output is low) and nearly 5.9V on \( I_{C_{ib}} \) input.

If an audible discharge-overcharge alarm is needed, an RC-oscillator driven by the pulses from \( I_{C_{ia}} \) output may be used, as in the figure.

Vasiliy D Borodai
Zaporozhje
Ukraine

Green lights for voltage normal – otherwise red or green flashes. Components to the right of the diagram can be added to give an audible indication.
'PICALL' PIC Programmer

Kit will program ALL 8, 18, 28 and 40 pin serial AND parallel programmed PIC micro controllers. Connects to the parallel port of a PC. Supplied with fully functional pre-registered PICCALL DOS and WINDOWS AVR software packages, all components and high quality DPSBH PCB. Also programs certain ATMEL AVR, serial EPROM and SCENIX SX devices. New PIC's can be added to the software as they are released. Software shows you where to place your PIC chip on the board for programming. Now has new-chip auto sensing feature for super-fast bulk programming.

Order Ref | Description | Inc. VAT ea
--- | --- | ---
3117KT | PICCALL PIC Programmer Kit | £69.95
AS3117T | Assembled PICCALL PIC Programmer | £69.95
AS3117ZF | Assembled PICCALL PIC Programmer c/w ZIF socket | £84.95

ATMEL 89xxxx Programmer

Powerful programmer for Atmel 8051 micro controller family. All fuse and lock bits are programmable. Connects to serial port. Can be used with ANY computer and operating system. 4 LEDs Indicate programming status. Programs 89C1051, 89C2051, 89C4051, 89C51, 89LV51, 89C52, 89LV52, 89C55, 89LV55, 89S8252, 89S8252, 89S53 & 89LS53 devices. NO special software needed - uses any terminal emulator program (built into Windows). NB ZIF sockets not included.

Order Ref | Description | Inc. VAT ea
--- | --- | ---
3123KT | ATMEL 8051 Programmer | £32.95
AS3123T | Assembled 8051 Programmer | £47.95

PC Data Acquisition & Control Unit

Use a PC parallel port as a real world interface. Unit can be connected to a mixture of analogue and digital inputs from pressure, temperature, movement, sound, light, intensity, weight sensors, etc. (not supplied) to sensing switch and relay states. It can then process the input data and use the information to control up to 11 physical devices such as motors, sirens, other relays, servo motors & two-stepper motors.

FEATURES:
- 6 digital Outputs: Open collector, 500mA, 33V max.
- 16 Digital Inputs: 20V max. Protection 1K in series, 5.1V Zener to ground.
- 11 Analogue Inputs: 0-5V, 10 bit (5mV/step.)
- 1 Analogue Output: 0-10V, 6 bit (20mV/step.)

All components provided including a plastic case (140mm x 110mm x 35mm) with pre-punched and silk screened front/rear panels to give a professional and attractive finish (see photo). With screen printed front & rear panels supplied. Software utilities & programming examples supplied.

Order Ref | Description | Inc. VAT ea
--- | --- | ---
3093KT | PC Data Acquisition & Control Unit | £99.95
AS3093T | Assembled 3093 | £124.95

ABC Mini 'Hotchip' Board

Currently learning about microcontrollers? Need to do something more than flash a LED or sound a buzzer? The ABC Mini 'Hotchip' Board is based on Atmel's AVR 8535 RISC technology and will interest both the beginner and expert alike. Beginners will find that they can write and test a simple program, using the BASIC programming language, within an hour or two of connecting it up. Experts will like the power and flexibility of the Atmel microcontroller, as well as the east with which the little Hot Chip board can be "designed-in" to a project. The ABC Mini Board 'Starter Pack' includes just about everything you need to get up and experimenting right away. On the hardware side, there's a pre-assembled micro controller PC board with both parallel and serial cables for connection to your PC. Windows software included on CD-ROM features an Assembler, BASIC compiler and in-system programmer. The pre-assembled boards only are also available separately.

Order Ref | Description | Inc. VAT ea
--- | --- | ---
ABCMINISP | ABC Mini Starter Pack | £64.95
ABCMINIB | ABC Mini Board Only | £36.95

Advanced 32-bit Schematic Capture and Simulation Visual Design Studio

Advanced schematic capture simulation software required. Detailed models are available for every part, from transistors to control chips. Create, simulate, change layout and re-run automatically. Features include: schematic capture, simulation, programming, data manipulation, post-processing, HTML reporting, and more. 

Order Ref | Description | Inc. VAT ea
--- | --- | ---
3106KT | Serial Port Isolated I/O Controller Kit | £54.95
AS3108 | Assembled Serial Port Isolated I/O Controller | £89.95

Serial Port Isolated I/O Controller

Unit provides eight relay outputs and four optically isolated digital inputs. Can be used in a variety of control and sensing applications including load switching, external switch input sensing, contact closure and external voltage sensing. Programmed via a computer serial port, it is compatible with ANY computer & operating system. After programming, PC can be disconnected. Serial cable can be up to 35m long, allowing 'remote' control. User can easily write batch files programs to control the kit using simple terminal emulator software. NO special software required - uses any terminal emulator program (built into Windows). Screw terminal block connections. All components provided including a plastic case with pre-punched and silk screened front/rear panels to give a professional and attractive finish (see photo).

Order Ref | Description | Inc. VAT ea
--- | --- | ---
3108KT | Serial Port Isolated I/O Controller Kit | £54.95
AS3108 | Assembled Serial Port Isolated I/O Controller | £89.95

Full details of these items and over 200 other projects can be found at www.QuasarElectronics.com
Programmable staircase waveforms

Laboratory experimentation often needs staircase like waveforms in addition to the standard signals like sine wave, step, pulse, square wave, triangular and saw tooth waveforms, which are normally available from standard signal generators. This idea produces staircase waveforms with adjustable steps and frequency.

Figure 1 shows a circuit that provides \( n-1 \) steps in the up direction, where \( n \) is an external input whose value is between 2 and 15 for the 4-bit up counter. When the state reaches the given data of \( n \) the counter resets producing the 0000 state. The D-to-A converter produces the analogue equivalent of the counter data, giving the staircase signal. A variant using a down counter with feedback to the preset rather than the clear input produces a downward staircase signal. When the counter reaches the data of \( n \) the counter presets producing the 1111\(_2\) state.

A triangular-like staircase signal producing 15 up steps and down steps is generated by the circuit shown in Fig. 2. An up/down counter is used. Its up and down controls are generated from a bistable device, where PR and CLR asynchronous inputs are derived from the bottom (0000) and top (1111\(_2\)) states. The triangular staircase is available at the D-to-A converter output.

Initially, when the state is 0000, OR gate output is '0' and NAND gate output is '1', providing an UP control input to the up/down counter. Subsequently both the PR and CLR are '1' until the count reaches the 1111\(_2\) state. When it reaches 1111\(_2\), the CLR input to the bistable device is '0' making the 'down' control input active for the counter. Output from the D-to-A converter is a triangular-shaped staircase wave.

Figure 3 shows the circuit for adjusting the number of up steps and down steps. The four most-significant bits of two analogue to digital converters control the maximum and the minimum states of the up/down counter. This is achieved through manual potentiometer adjustment; changing the analogue inputs to the A-to-D converters controls the limits.

The frequency may also be adjusted by feeding the clock through a programmable divider, which can be controlled by a potentiometer and D-to-A converter arrangement, similar to that shown for controlling the number of steps.

K Balasubramanian
Mersin
Turkey
F54

Fig. 1. The circuit produces a staircase waveform with up to fifteen steps.

Fig. 2. Modified version of Fig. 1 produces a triangular staircase waveform as opposed to a sawtooth.

Fig. 3. In this circuit, the frequency of the triangular staircase waveform is adjustable, and potentiometers control both the upper and lower limits of the waveform.

£50 winner
TAKE YOUR PIC!

**Parallax BASIC Stamp2**
- Very easy to use
- No programmer required
- 500 lines Interpreted BASIC
- Windows Environment
- 16 I/O lines
- 4000 lines/sec
- 24-pin DIP package
- Ready-to-go module
- £39.00 each

**BASICMICRO ATOM**
- Easy to use
- No programmer required
- Compiled BASIC
- 99.99% Stamp2 Compatible
- Uses 16F876
- Very fast
- Interrupts/PWM/Timers/ADCs
- 32 bit Math-Int/Floating Point
- £45.00 each

**BASICMICRO Compiler**
- Full spec BASIC Compiler for PICs
- Windows Environment
- 99.99% Stamp2 Compatible
- Requires programmer
- We use it!
- Full Debug facility
- Supports all 14-bit PICs
- (inc 16F84/87X/628 etc)

www.milinst.com
Milford Instruments Limited, Tel 01977 683665, Fax 01977 681465, sales@milinst.com

FRUSTRATED!
Looking for ICs TRANSISTORS? A phone call to us could get a result. We offer an extensive range and with a World-wide database at our fingertips, we are able to source even more. We specialise in devices with the following prefix (to name but a few).

2N 2SA 2SB 2SC 2SD 2SP 2ST 2S 3N 5N 6N 17 20 AD
ADC AN AM AY BA BC BD BDT BDV BDW BDX BF
BFR BHS BHT BHY BHY BYB BLX BS BR BXX BRY BYS
BSS BSX BSY BTA BTA BTB BW BW BU BUX BUT BUW
BUW BUX BUZ CA CD DX CXA DAC DG DM DS
DTA DTC GL GM HA HCP HD HEF ICL ICM IRE IKA
KIA LBA LB LC LD LTM M MSM MAB MAX MB
MC MDA MIE MIP MM MN MPS MPSA MPSH MPU
MRE NIM NE OM OP PA PAL PIC PN RC S SAA SAD
SAD SAJ SAS SDA SGI SL SN SO STA STK STR STRD
STRM STRS STV T TA TAA TAD TBA TC TCA TDA TDB
TEA TEC TILT TPL TBA TL TLC TMD TMS TPU U UA
UAA UC UDN ULN UM UPA UPR URT VX XR Z
ZN ZTX + many others

We can also offer equivalents (at customers’ risk). We also stock a full range of other electronic components.

Cricklewood Electronics Ltd
40-42 Cricklewood Broadway, London NW2 3ET
Tel: 020 8452 0161 Fax: 020 8208 1441
E-mail: sales@cricklewoodelectronics.com

WANT SLIDES ON TV!
MAKE VIDEOS OF YOUR SLIDES!
DIGITISE YOUR SLIDES (using a video capture card)

“L'Isang diatv” automatic slide viewer with built in high quality colour TV camera. It has a composite video output to a phone plug (S-video & BNC connectors are available). They are in very good condition with few signs of use. For further details see [www.diatv.co.uk](http://www.diatv.co.uk)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Camera Size</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
<th>Viewing Angle</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>47MIR</td>
<td>600x600</td>
<td>27mm</td>
<td>£37.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30MIR</td>
<td>32x32</td>
<td>14mm</td>
<td>£35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40MC</td>
<td>39x38</td>
<td>27mm</td>
<td>£32.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSL1220F</td>
<td>12mm</td>
<td>29x24</td>
<td>£15.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSL4022F</td>
<td>4mm</td>
<td>64x47</td>
<td>£17.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSL6022F</td>
<td>6mm</td>
<td>42x52</td>
<td>£19.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSL8022F</td>
<td>8mm</td>
<td>32x44</td>
<td>£19.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Better quality C Mount lenses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lens</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
<th>Viewing Angle</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VSL1614F</td>
<td>16mm</td>
<td>26x34</td>
<td>£26.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSL813M</td>
<td>8mm</td>
<td>54x42</td>
<td>£77.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1200 surface mount resistors £12 values 10 ohm to 1M ohm 100 of 1 value £1.00 + vat 1000 of 1 value £5.00 + vat

866 battery pack originally intended to be used with an orbital mobile telephone It contains 10 1.6Ah sub C batteries (42x23mm the size usually used in cordless screwdrivers etc) this pack is new and unused and can be broken open quite easily...

Please add 1.66 + vat = £1.95 postage & packing per order

JPG ELECTRONICS
Shaws Row, Old Road, Chesterfield, S40 2RB
Tel 01246 211202 Fax 01246 550959 Mastercard/Visa/Switch
Callers welcome 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Monday to Saturday
Stepper-motor drive sequencer with half stepping

In Fig. 1, the stepper motor half-step drive uses an astable multivibrator made from a 555. Output from the astable drives two shift registers and, via an inverter, a decade counter. Outputs from the decade counter drive a decoder. Switch R is a common reset for shift registers, decade counter and astable.

When clocked, shift registers 1 and 2 produce a wave-drive sequence for a stepper motor as shown in the table in Fig. 1. Shift register 2 outputs go to four two-input NOR gates in cyclic order, as in Fig. 2.

Outputs from the NOR gates are the two phase drive sequence as shown in the table in Fig. 2. The first shift register and NOR outputs of Fig. 2 with decoder outputs are connected to inverters, AND and OR gates as in Fig. 3. Signals P1, P2, P3, P4 are the half step drive sequence as shown in the table in Fig. 3.

Each P output drives one of four power amplifiers as shown in Fig. 4. Thus the half step drive sequence which is the hybrid of wave drive and two phase drive is achieved.

Switch SW selects the direction of rotation of the stepper motor.

At the count of 9 of the decade counter it is reset automatically and the sequence starts afresh. Figure 5 shows the motor’s windings.

V Gopalakrishnan
Bangalore
India
F75

Wave drive sequence:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q_D</th>
<th>Q_C</th>
<th>Q_B</th>
<th>Q_A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Wave drive circuit for stepper motor.

Fig. 2. Two phase drive.
Fig. 3. Half step drive.

Fig. 4. Stepper-motor drive amplifier.

Fig. 5. Stepper-motor connections.

Embedded Ethernet TCP/IP Solutions

JK microsystems connects customers with cost-effective embedded solutions. Our DOS based controllers, peripherals and accessories integrate Ethernet, TCP/IP and control capabilities into data acquisition, networking and industrial applications. Consider one of our many solutions, the LogicFlex:

- Intel 386Ex at 25MHz
- 10Base-T Ethernet & TCP/IP
- DOS & Websenver pre-installed
- 46 Digital I/O Lines
- 2 Serial Ports
- Programmable Xilinx CPLD
- 512K SRAM, 512K Flash standard
- Optional M-Systems DiskOnChip
- Expansion Bus for Peripheral Boards
- eRTOS available for Multitasking

Contact our UK distributor Trionyx DSP Systems
Email: info@trionyx.co.uk
Call: +44 (0)20 8785 8775 Fax: +44 (0)20 8785 0764
81 Skeena Hill, Southfields, London, SW18 5PW, UK
* Free technical support available via email *

Visit us on the web at www.jkmicro.com
+1 530-297-0603 Fax:+1 530-297-6074 sales@jkmicro.com
1403 Fifth Street, Suite D, Davis, CA 95616 USA

JK microsystems
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2.0mm pitch connector has small footprint

A range of 2.0mm pitch Minitek connectors from FCI is claimed to take 38 per cent less board space than 2.54mm alternatives, said the supplier. Shrouded headers with up to 2 x 25 positions have been added, and feature a four-wall construction that is designed to avoid receptacle mis-mating. Top entry surface mount receptacles with up to 50 positions have also been introduced, and provide a choice of low (2.3mm) and standard (4.5mm) profiles. For a cleaner solder process, headers and the SMT low profile receptacles have become selectively plated, with either 0.76µm gold or gold flash on contacts and 2.6µm tin/lead on tails. The PCB receptacles have phosphor bronze contacts. Headers and receptacles range in size from 2 x 2 to 2 x 25 positions.

FCI
Tel: 0033 139 492 082
www.fciconnect.com

12-bit ADC for extended temperature applications

The 12-bit WM2152 analogue-to-digital converter from Wolfson Microelectronics delivers 30Msample/s conversion performance over an extended temperature range. The device has a typical power consumption of 160mW. On-chip features include internal voltage reference to minimise external circuitry, a programmable gain amplifier (PGA), and out of range indicator flag. An external voltage reference can also be selected, for applications where a common system reference or precision reference is required. The differential sample and hold input enables high common mode noise immunity and low distortion, and the PGA supports 1V and 2V maximum differential input modes plus a third mode for single-ended input signals such as composite video. The PGA modes are selected via two external mode selection pins. Conversion is controlled by a single clock input, and an output enable pin is provided allowing several devices to share a common bus.

Wolfson Microelectronics
Tel: 0131 667 9386
www.wolfson.co.uk

Microcontroller with integrated 433MHz radio

Microchip’s rfPIC microcontroller family includes the 18-pin rfPIC12C509AG which features an integrated 315/433MHz ASK transmitter, and the 20-pin rfPIC12C509AF which features an integrated 315/433MHz FSK/ASK transmitter. They are the first in a range of devices aimed at RF interface design in embedded control applications, such as remote sensing, remote control, toys, security and access control. The on-chip 315/433MHz transmitter enables designs to conform to US FCC Part 15 regulations and European EBC 70-03E and EN 300 220-1 requirements. It features a VCO phase-locked to a quartz crystal reference, which allows narrow receiver bandwidth to maximise range and interference immunity. Both devices contain 1024 words of program memory with 41 bytes of user RAM. They offer six I/O pins with on-chip clock oscillator, 33 single-word instructions, full-speed 1µs instruction cycle at 4MHz, seven special function hardware registers, two-level deep hardware stack, 8-bit real time clock/counter with 8-bit programmable prescaler, watchdog timer and direct LED drive. They feature in-circuit serial programming which allows the devices to be programmed after being placed in a circuit board. The rfPIC devices are supported by the standard range of PICmicro development systems including the MPLAB ICE 2000 universal in-circuit emulator.

Microchip
Tel: 0118 921 5858
www.microchip.com

3W DC-to-DC in small package

HiTek Power has introduced a range of miniature high voltage DC/DC converters to supply in the kilovolt range. These devices can be directly mounted on the PCB, and are potted to provide a unit that can be used in equipment with a 12V supply, whether fixed or battery operated. The units are priced at under £50. The series A range comprises five models that operate from a nominal 12V input, producing output voltages of 1, 1.5, 2, 3, or 4kV. They accept input voltages ranging from 5 to 14V, with an output proportional to the input voltage. Regulation (half load to full load) is 5 per cent, and output ripple is less than 0.5 per cent. Low noise models are available, which reduce ripple by a further 50 per cent. The devices are rated at 3W and are housed in a package measuring 38 x 66 x 35mm.
NEWPRODUCTS
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19mm. They are designed to be operated from a 12V source of either polarity. Input/output isolation of 2kV allows the user to have an output voltage of either polarity as well as being able to ground the output voltage at a remote point with the lower voltage converters. The units are protected against overvoltage, reversed input polarities and shorts or opens across the output terminals.

HiTek Power
Tel: 01243 841888
www.hitekp.com

TSOP-6 packaged dual Mosfet
International Rectifier has introduced the IRF5810 dual Mosfet in a TSOP-6 package which combines two P-channel HEXFET power Mosfets into a single 1.3 x 2.9mm footprint. Typical applications include load and battery management circuits in cell phones, PDAs, MP3 players, notebook computers and PCMCIA cards. The device has 40 per cent lower device on-resistance than competing dual Mosfets in the TSOP-6 package, claims the company. Each Mosfet within the package performs at 90mΩ $R_{DS(ON)}$ each. An extended lead frame maximises the size of each die in the TSOP-6 outline. The lead frame increases current capability and on-state efficiency, yet fits in the standard TSOP-6 footprint, said the supplier. A single IRF5810 can replace two TSOP-6 devices in load management circuits, or a much larger TSSOP-8 packaged dual Mosfet in battery management circuits.

International Rectifier
Tel: 020 8645 8003
www.irf.com

Power PC 7400/G4 optimised DSP library
Trans-tech DSP has released a C-library optimised for the PowerPC 7400/G4 processor and fully compliant with the VSIPL (Vector Signal and Image Processing Library) open standard. The library APIs have been defined by the VSIPL forum, a group of cross-industry users working to define an open standard and portable library. VSIPL is suitable for applications in both the defence and commercial arena. The library is based on the ‘core’ VSIPL baseline and includes over 500 functions, such as vector & scalar arithmetic, Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs), window functions, filters, matrix operations, system solvers, logical operations, and OR decomposition. The PowerPC AltiVec processors support multi-media and signal processing through the use of a SIMD vector unit. The VSIPL library has been optimised to tap into this to accelerate these applications. Designed to work with the VQ750 and VQG4 quad Power VME cards, the library has also been optimised to use the PowerPC processor’s cache benefits such as transparently decomposing the algorithms to run in L1 cache.

MPEG-2 core for FPGA implements video decode
Amphion Semiconductor has launched what it claims to be the first application-specific core for MPEG-2 video decode in a single high-density programmable logic device. The Amphion CS6651 MPEG-2 video decoder is an intellectual-property (IP) core for decompression of MPEG-2 main profile at main level and MPEG-1 encoded video streams for implementation in a single FPGA device. The CS6651 incorporates memory controller and display DMA, and maps into single devices in the Altera APEX20K SRAM PLD family and the Xilinx Virtex series FPGA family.

Amphion Semiconductor
Tel: 028 9050 4040
www.amphion.com

1.3MHz switching regulator gets design tools
National Semiconductor has announced a switching regulator with its own design tools. The LM2698 uses current-mode control (without the need for a sense resistor) and pulse-width modulation (PWM). There is a 0.2Ω 1.3A (guaranteed) internal switch and 1.3MHz clock. Features include 2.2V to 12V input voltage range, user selectable 0.6 or 1.3MHz clock and filtered output.

National Semiconductor
Tel: 0870 240 2171
www.national.com

Miniature power relay has Cd-free contacts
Featuring environmentally-friendly cadmium-free contacts, Schrack PB miniature power relays from Tyco Electronics target applications in white goods, small home appliances and heating temperature controllers. The relays have been designed to cater for similar applications in the widely used "sugar cube" type format. They need a PCB area of 225mm², compared to the area requirements of the "sugar cube" type relays of approximately 370mm² being 15 x 15mm square and 20mm tall. Configured with a single 1 C/O (Normally Closed or Open) or 1 N/O (Normally Open) contact, these relays feature creepage and clearance to VDE 0435 and VDE 0700. Contact ratings are 10A N/O and 3A N/C, with a 15A inrush capability. Maximum switching voltage is 250V AC or 100V DC while maximum breaking AC capacity comes in at 250V/50A. Coil versions available are 6V, 12V and 24V DC. Normal coil power is 360mW. A Class F coil is also available.

Tyco Electronics
Tel: 020 8954 2356
www.tycoelectronics.com

Please quote Electronics World when seeking further information.
Bluetooth qualification tool

Nohau UK has been made UK distributor for Telelogic’s PreQual software, designed for Bluetooth qualification test suites to be executed by the developer. Qualification requires Bluetooth products to pass a series of tests defined by the Bluetooth Qualification Program. Manufacturers demonstrate interoperability and compliance to the Bluetooth specification as required by the Adopter’s agreement. Telelogic’s PreQual includes the executable test suites required for Bluetooth certification. Nohau UK Tel: 01962 733140 www.nohau.co.uk

3W surface-mount wirewound resistor

A moulded wirewound resistor from Vishay Intertechnology offers a 3W power rating at 70°C, and derates linearly to 275°C. The WSC6927 extends the derating temperature by as much as 77 per cent compared to competing devices currently on the market, which results in higher power operation at elevated temperatures, said the company. The resistor is available in a resistance range of 0.112 to 2.6k12, and features compliant terminations that eliminate the risk of solder fillet cracking. Vishay Intertechnology Tel: 00 1 610 251 5287 www.vishay.com

Elevated interface for 25mm board spacing

Samtec is offering an expanded range of micro pitch interfaces for matched impedance and high speed applications that require elevated designs with board-to-board spacings greater than the 16mm usually required for clearing common heat sink profiles. Samtec’s Q-UP high speed interfaces are available with 19mm, 22mm, 25mm and 30mm board spacings. These are used where increased ventilation and air circulation is required. Full surface mount designs are available on 0.8mm pitch (QTE Series) and 0.5mm pitch (QTH Series), while mixed technology design on 0.635mm pitch (MIT Series), while through-hole ground plane and surface mount signal pins is available with 18.75mm and 22mm stack heights. Samtec Tel: 01236 739292 www.samtec.com

GPRS mobile parametric test set in one box

Agilent Technologies is targeting GPRS appliance design with a one box test system for parametric and signalling design validation. The E6701A GPRS option for its 8960 series 10 (E5515C) wireless communication test set retains the measurement and call processing capability of the E1964A GPRS mobile test application. The test set’s protocol logging capabilities facilitate testing and troubleshooting of new signalling features and data channels, so engineers can extract better information about their design. Users of the E6701A can set timing advance and cell parameters, which allows for testing and troubleshooting issues related to timing and base station configuration. The company has also introduced ESG vector signal generator for testing 2.5G, 3G and broadband wireless communications systems and components. It is available with measurement frequency ranges of 250kHz to 1, 2, 3, 4, or 6GHz. Agilent Technologies Tel: 07004 666 666 www.agilent.com

600V MOSFET relays

Optical isolation provides a rated dielectric strength of 5kV RMS between I/O terminals for Mosfet relays from Omron. With 50mA LED forward current at the input, the G3VM-60LxY caters for 600V loads with output loss of <45mW. Designed for switching analogue signals, the six-terminal relay provides 100mA current for AC loads and up to 200mA for DC loads. Standard resistance with the output turned on ranges from 22Ω with AC connection, down to 8.5Ω with DC connection, while leakage current is 10µA when the relay is closed. Turn-on time is 1.5ms maximum, 0.5ms typical, while turn-off occurs in less than 1ms. The device has a single-pole, single-throw, normally-open switching format. Omron Tel: 020 8450 4646 www.omron.co.uk

600V MOSFET relays

Optical isolation provides a rated dielectric strength of 5kV RMS between I/O terminals for Mosfet relays from Omron. With 50mA LED forward current at the input, the G3VM-60LxY caters for 600V loads with output loss of <45mW. Designed for switching analogue signals, the six-terminal relay provides 100mA current for AC loads and up to 200mA for DC loads. Standard resistance with the output turned on ranges from 22Ω with AC connection, down to 8.5Ω with DC connection, while leakage current is 10µA when the relay is closed. Turn-on time is 1.5ms maximum, 0.5ms typical, while turn-off occurs in less than 1ms. The device has a single-pole, single-throw, normally-open switching format. Omron Tel: 020 8450 4646 www.omron.co.uk

-replacement 3W axial leaded components, enabling automatic, high-speed assembly. The resistor also features compliant terminations that eliminate the risk of solder fillet cracking. Vishay Intertechnology Tel: 00 1 610 251 5287 www.vishay.com

Elevated interface for 25mm board spacing

Samtec is offering an expanded range of micro pitch interfaces for matched impedance and high speed applications that require elevated designs with board-to-board spacings greater than the 16mm usually required for clearing common heat sink profiles. Samtec’s Q-UP high speed interfaces are available with 19mm, 22mm, 25mm and 30mm board spacings. These are used where increased ventilation and air circulation is required. Full surface mount designs are available on 0.8mm pitch (QTE Series) and 0.5mm pitch (QTH Series), while mixed technology design on 0.635mm pitch (MIT Series), while through-hole ground plane and surface mount signal pins is available with 18.75mm and 22mm stack heights. Samtec Tel: 01236 739292 www.samtec.com

GPRS mobile parametric test set in one box

Agilent Technologies is targeting GPRS appliance design with a one box test system for parametric and signalling design validation. The E6701A GPRS option for its 8960 series 10 (E5515C) wireless communication test set retains the measurement and call processing capability of the E1964A GPRS mobile test application. The test set’s protocol logging capabilities facilitate testing and troubleshooting of new signalling features and data channels, so engineers can extract better information about their design. Users of the E6701A can set timing advance and cell parameters, which allows for testing and troubleshooting issues related to timing and base station configuration. The company has also introduced ESG vector signal generator for testing 2.5G, 3G and broadband wireless communications systems and components. It is available with measurement frequency ranges of 250kHz to 1, 2, 3, 4, or 6GHz. Agilent Technologies Tel: 07004 666 666 www.agilent.com

Integrated T1/E1 socket offers protection

Pulse’s Pulsejack family of RJ-45 connectors combines isolation transformers and line side protection into a T1/E1 single socket, offering integrated magnetics and telephone network voltages (TNV) circuit protection. The connectors require no separate circuit transceiver, leading to improved electrical performance and space saving. Contech Research has independently verified the RJ-45 family meets all relevant surge immunity and electrical safety standards, including Bellcore GR-1089, FCC Part 68 and UL 1949/1950. Improved electrical performance can be achieved by minimising the electrical trace length between the RJ-45 connector and the integrated circuit transceiver. Pulse Tel: 01483 401 700 www.pulseeng.com

Fast 12 and 16-blt ADCs in MSOP package

Linear Technology has introduced the LTC1860 and LTC1864, serial 12-bit and 16-bit, 250ksample/s analogue-to-digital converters (ADCs). Both parts come in 8-lead MSOP packages. The LTC1864 has high resolution and both can sample up to 250ksample/s drawing 850µA at full speed and 2µA at 1ksample/s. A self-clocking conversion enables the accuracy of the ADC to be
Resettable fuse with a range of footprints

Wickmann is offering six surface mount devices in its Polyfuse family of resettable fuses. These polymer-based devices provide overcurrent protection in products such as computer motherboards, USB hubs and ports, CD/DVD drives, PDA’s, digital cameras and battery packs. There are six surface mount footprints available. The SMD0805 has the smallest footprint. Measuring 2.2 x 1.5mm, it features four hold current ratings from 100mA to 500mA with a current interruption capability of 40A at rated voltage. Both the SMD1206 and SMD1210 series are optimised for protection of computer peripherals, PC Cards and various I/O port types.

Wickmann
Tel: 01527 518841
www.wickman.co.uk

TFT panels from 2.5 to 24 in.

Diamond Electronics is offering a series of TFT LCD displays that are available in a range of sizes from 2.5in (diagonal measurement) to 24in - corresponding to pixel counts of 480 x 234, up to 1900 x 1200. The displays can be supplied as stand-alone panels; with a range of controller cards; as kits with all major components for specific application areas; or as complete packaged designs. The supplier will also undertake custom designs. Controller cards support applications such as acceleration for Microsoft Windows displays; 3-D graphics acceleration; and conversion and display of RGB signal streams. For users who are incorporating the panels into applications such as industrial monitoring and control displays, a kit is available that includes the TFT panel together with a PC controller card with a full industrial specification, that will easily handle data acquisition, control and display functions. Fully configured kits can also be supplied for RGB conversion applications. Options are also available that upgrade the viewability of the displays with high brightness or high contrast enhancements.

Diamond Electronics
Tel: 01477 500450
www.diamondelec.co.uk

Digital View's latest LCD flat panel display interfacing kit contains all the components necessary to support LCD applications. Consisting of a pre-programmed ACL-1024 RGB controller board, panel connector cable, inverter, inverter power cable, rotary on screen display, and complete documentation, the Digital View ACL-1024 LCD design kit provides the components necessary to run a range of LCDs from manufacturers such as LG, Mitsubishi, Sharp and Toshiba. The pre-configured board provides connection to TFT LCD panels with a resolution of 640 x 480, 800 x 600 and 1024 x 768. It also provides smooth full screen image expansion for XGA modes, with an optional daughter board offering connectivity to TDM and LVDS TFT panels. Measuring 179 x 114.3mm the controller features a user programmable on-screen display of functions, integral power/signal protection and on-board circuitry for handling power on/off. The product is VESA DPMS power management compatible. Each kit is also available with an optional DVB-1000 NTSC/PAL add on video board. This new board supports composite, S-video and component video inputs.

Digital View
Tel: 020 8236 1112
www.digitalview.com

PC bus scope card with 14-bit resolution at 100MS/s

The Gage CompuScope 14100 is available from TTi (Thurlby Thandar Instruments). It is a single slot, PCI bus card capable of analogue/digital conversion at sampling rates of up to 100Msamples/s in single-channel mode and 50Msamples/s in dual-channel simultaneous mode. The unit features a 50MHz analogue bandwidth with over 70dB dynamic range and 63dB signal/noise ratio. One billion samples of on-board memory allows very long data recording sessions for applications including DSL testing, wireless signals and antenna research. The fast data throughput offered by the PCI bus allows for bus mastering, data can be transferred from the on-board memory to the PC's memory at rates of up to 100Mbyte/s. This is typically 100 times faster than using the ISA or VXI bus and more than 1000 times faster than GPIB rates, said the supplier. This fast data throughput allows use in applications such as radar or imaging applications requiring trigger frequencies in excess of 10kHz. With the software, the unit can act as a digital oscilloscope, an FFT analyser, a transient recorder with time and date-stamp capabilities or a waveform analyser.

TTi
Tel: 01480 412451
www.tti-test.com
ZIF-DIPS

ZERO INSERTION FORCE TEST SOCKETS

- FOR TEST & BURN IN
- LEVER ACTUATED
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**Automotive inductors are QS9000 qualified**

Cooper Electronic Technologies has introduced a range of inductors designed to address the QS9000 certification standards. This series of surface mount electronic power inductors has passed the requirements for shock, temperature, vibration, solderability, flammability, dielectric voltage requirements, and wash process tests, thus making the components suitable for automotive designs. The Coiltronics brand of Uni-Pac inductors are suitable for traditional 12V automotive distribution systems or for 42V systems of the future. Typical uses within 12V systems include boost converters and buck converters. If the engineer is developing around the future 42V requirements, the inductors can again be used in boost converters, buck converters, filtering applications plus isolation controls. All of the inductors have been optimised to operate in ambient temperatures of -40 to +125°C, with storage temperatures of -55 to 150°C.

**Cooper ET**
Tel: 00561 752 5019
www.cooperet.com

**Large flash-based FPGAs for industrial use**

Actel is shipping its largest flash-based field-programmable gate array (FPGA) devices qualified to industrial specifications. The ProASIC A500K180 and A500K270 industrial devices offer 370,000 and 475,000 system gates, respectively. The industrial grade FPGAs are specified to operate at ambient temperatures ranging from -40 to +85°C. The devices are suitable for applications such as remotely deployed networking and telecommunications systems, civilian aircraft avionics and industrial control. These latest devices join the firm’s ProASIC A500K050 and -130, which were qualified earlier this year. It offers industrial-qualified devices from 2K to 475K system gates. The A500K270, with 475,000 system gates, offers nearly 27,000 registers and 63Kbits of RAM in 28 blocks of 256 x 9 bits. The 370,000-gate A500K180 offers more than 18,000 registers with 54Kbits of RAM in 24 blocks.

**Actel**
Tel: 01276 401450
www.actel.com

**Plug-in SIM card adapter for test**

Orga has announced a plug-in SIM card adapter for testing mobile telephones. The adapter fits into the mobile’s internal SIM connector. Through a thin, flexible connector, the mobile can be completely closed whilst connecting to the testing equipment, said the supplier. There are four versions of the adapter available. The device also has the same parameters as a full sized paddle, so no adjustment or calibration is necessary. According to the company, the information stored in the SIM is usually passed on to the mobile equipment for processing. External intervention is impossible, and therefore special commands cannot be sent.

**Fans withstand a splashing**

EAO has expanded its offering of Sanyo Denki cooling fans with the addition of a range of San Ace splash proof fans. The IPX7 protection rated fan features a silicone-sealed motor housing, which is capable of withstanding the 1000 hour salt-water spray test. The range which comes in four different frame sizes is available in 12V, 24V or 48V DC. Other options include low, medium and high-speed versions and the inclusion of either a pulse sensor to monitor the operating speed of the fan or a lock sensor to determine whether the fan motor is running or not. High airflow and high static pressure are strong features of the range with the 10.66m³/min typically attained with the 80 by 20mm version (static pressure 39 pascals), 1.38m³/min with the 92 by 25mm version (static pressure 45 pascals), 3.06m³/min with the 120 by 38mm (static pressure 70 pascals) version and 5.92m³/min with the 140 by 51mm version (static pressure 142 pascals). These fans, with UL, TUV and CSA approval, have an LIO life expectancy of 100,000 hours measured at an ambient temperature of 60°C. Operating temperatures range from -10 to +60°C and noise levels from 22 to 52dB.

**EAO**
Tel: 01444 206000
www.eao.com
The HS801: the first 100 Mega samples per second measuring instrument that consists of a MOST (Multimeter, Oscilloscope, Spectrum analyzer and Transient recorder) and an AWG (Arbitrary Waveform Generator). This new MOST portable and compact measuring instrument can solve almost every measurement problem. With the integrated AWG you can generate every signal you want.

- The versatile software has a user-defined toolbar with which over 50 instrument settings quick and easy can be accessed. An intelligent auto setup allows the inexperienced user to perform measurements immediately. Through the use of a setting file, the user has the possibility to save an instrument setup and recall it at a later moment. The setup time of the instrument is hereby reduced to a minimum.

- When a quick indication of the input signal is required, a simple click on the auto setup button will immediately give a good overview of the signal. The auto setup function ensures a proper setup of the time base, the trigger levels and the input sensitivities.

- The sophisticated cursor read outs have 21 possible read outs. Besides the usual read outs, like voltage and time, also quantities like rise time and frequency are displayed.

- Measured signals and instrument settings can be saved on disk. This enables the creation of a library of measured signals. Text balloons can be added to a signal, for special comments.

- The (colour) print outs can be supplied with three common text lines (e.g. company info) and three lines with measurement specific information.

- The HS801 has an 8 bit resolution and a maximum sampling speed of 100 MHz. The input range is 0.1 volt full scale to 80 volt full scale. The record length is 32K/64K samples. The AWG has a 10 bit resolution and a sample speed of 25 MHz. The HS801 is connected to the parallel printer port of a computer.

- The minimum system requirement is a PC with a 486 processor and 8 Mbyte RAM available. The software runs in Windows 3.xx / 95 / 98 or Windows NT / 2000 / XP and DOS 3.3 or higher.

- TiePie engineering (UK), 28 Stephenson Road, Industrial Estate, St. Ives, Cambridgeshire, PE17 3WJ, UK
  Tel: 01480-460028; Fax: 01480-460340

- TiePie engineering (NL), Koperslagersstraat 37, 8601 WL SNEEK The Netherlands
  Tel: +31 515 415 416; Fax +31 515 418 819

Web: http://www.tiepie.nl
in order to identify and locate errors. The firm's SIM simulator monitors and tests the reaction of the mobile as it communicates with the card allowing testing at electrical, protocol and application level. This SIM adaptor is designed to simplify the connection so mobiles do not need to be modified and the need to solder connections is eliminated.

**Orga**
Tel: 0118 377 6000
www.orga.com

**1.8V op-amps take 100μA and drive 2kΩ**
Maxim Integrated Products has introduced the MAX4292 dual op amp with rail-to-rail inputs and output in a UCSP package measuring 1.5 by 1.5mm. It consumes 100μA of supply current per channel, yet drives a 2kΩ load and achieves an open-loop gain of 120dB. Operating from a single +1.8V to +5.5V supply, it delivers 20,000 hours of operation from two alkaline AA cells.

**Maxim**
Tel: 0118 930 3388
www.maxim.com

**SCSI PMC modules claim Ultra 160 lead**
BVM has extended its range of SCSI PMC modules with the addition of an Ultra160 SCSI controller. Believed to be the first of its kind, this module designated the PMC-SCU160, allows designers to use current ranges of Ultra160 peripherals that are available. Unlike earlier SCSI controllers, which degrade to match the slowest peripheral on the SCSI bus, this module has domain validation allowing it to talk to each peripheral at its optimum speed.

**BVM**
Tel: 01489 780144
www.bvmltd.co.uk

**Arbitrary waveform generator**
It’s possible to define, create and modify waveforms for specific applications using Tecstar’s new function generator. This is a “fully-featured” programmable-sweep function generator integrated with an arbitrary waveform generator. Designated the FGA2030, the generator delivers from 0.2Hz to 20MHz and its arbitrary facility works from 0.4MS/s to 30MS/s with 12-bit resolution. The unit’s 256K non-volatile memory is configurable as 1 by 256Kwords or 8 by 32Kwords for storing waveforms. A selectable 10MHz Bessel filter and internal/external triggering are standard features. The instrument is supplied with Tecstar’s ‘Wavegen’ Windows software for creating waveforms on the PC. Waveshapes can be drawn freehand or calculated.

**Tecstar Electronics**
Tel: 01480 399499
www.tecstar.co.uk
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**Build and Upgrade Your Own PC**
Second Edition

- Save £100s by making your current PC last longer.
- You can have a PC with a spec that matches your needs.
- Discover the practical techniques of upgrading a PC and avoid the pitfalls.

Ian Sinclair's Build Your Own books have established themselves as authoritative and highly practical guides for home PC users and advanced hobbyists alike. All aspects of building and upgrading a PC are covered; making this the book the computer retailers don’t want you to read! By getting to grips with the world of PC hardware you can avoid the built-in obsolescence that seems to be part and parcel of the fast moving world of PCs, and escape the need to buy a new PC every year. You can also have a PC that keeps pace with the ever-increasing demands that new software applications place on your system.

The new edition of this book is based round building and upgrading to the latest systems such as Pentium III and dual-processor Celeron motherboards running Windows 95/98 or Windows 2000. As well as guiding you round the inside of your CPU Ian Sinclair also covers monitors, printers, high capacity disk and tape systems, DVD drives, parallel port accessories...

**CONTENTS:** Preface; Preliminaries, fundamentals and buying guide; Case, motherboard and keyboard; About disk drives; Monitors, standards and graphics cards; Ports; Setting up; Upgrading; Multimedia and other connections; Windows; Printers and modems; Getting more; Index

---

**How to pay**

(Build and Upgrade Your Own PC) paperback

- I enclose a cheque/bank draft for £_______
  (payable to ELECTRONICS WORLD)
- Please charge my credit/charge card
  - Mastercard
  - American Express
  - Visa
  - Diners Club

Credit Card No: ___________________________
Expiry Date: ___________________________

Signature of Cardholder: ___________________________

Cardholder’s statement address: (please use capitals)
Name: ___________________________
Address: ________________________________________________________________________________
Post Code: ___________________________
Tel: ___________________________

**Post your completed order form to:**
Jackie Lowe, Cumulus Business Media,
Anne Boleyn House, 9-13 Ewell Road, Cheam,
Surrey, SM3 8BZ

Fax your completed order form to 020 8722 6098
UK Price: £22.50 Europe £24.00 ROW £26.00
Price includes delivery
Pandora’s drums

Unique and atmospheric music recorded in the early 1900s – the days before 78s.

21 tracks – 72 minutes of recordings made between 1900 and 1929. These electronically derived reproductions are no worse than – and in many cases better than – reproductions of early 78rev/min recordings – some are stunning...

All tracks on this CD were recorded on DAT from cylinders produced in the early 1900s. Considering the age of the cylinders, and the recording techniques available at the time, these tracks are of remarkable quality, having been carefully replayed using modern electronic technology by historian Joe Pengelly.

Track
2. Good Old Summertime, The American Quartet 1904
3. Marriage Bells, Bells & xylophone duet, Burchhardt & Daab with orchestra, 1913
4. The Volunteer Organist, Peter Dawson, 1913
5. Dialogue For Three, Flute, Oboe and Clarinet, 1913
6. The Toymaker’s Dream, Foxtrot, vocal, B.A. Rolfe and his orchestra, 1929
7. As I Sat Upon My Dear Old Mother’s Knee, Will Oakland, 1913
8. Light As A Feather, Bells solo, Charles Daab with orchestra, 1912
9. On Her Pic-Pic-Piccolo, Billy Williams, 1913
10. Polka Des English’s, Artist unknown, 1900
11. Somebody’s Coming To My House, Walter Van Brunt, 1913
12. Bonny Scotland Medley, Xylophone solo, Charles Daab with orchestra, 1914
13. Doin’ the Raccoon, Billy Murray, 1929
14. Luce Mia! Francesco Daddi, 1913
15. The Olio Minstrel, 2nd part, 1913
16. Peg O’ My Heart, Walter Van Brunt, 1913
17. Auf Der Mississippi, Johann Strauss orchestra, 1913
18. I’m Looking For A Sweetheart And I Think You’ll Do, Ada Jones & Billy Murray, 1913
19. Intermezzo, Violin solo, Stroud Haxton, 1910
20. A Juanita, Abrego and Picazo, 1913
21. All Alone, Ada Jones, 1911

Total playing time 72.09
Detecting vibrations and tremors

In Joe Carr's explanation of vibration detectors and seismographs, he details an easy-to-build instrument that's sensitive enough to detect Earth tremors.

A number of scientific and engineering investigations involve vibration signals. For example, engineers can often characterise a metal plate or beam by placing a vibration sensor on it, and then subjecting it to an impact.

I've seen one case where strain gauge sensors were placed on a metal beam whose other end was then whacked with a 'dead-blow' hammer, as in Fig. 1. A dead-blow hammer is a hammer whose blow reaction is absorbed by some means. The idea behind using a dead-blow hammer is to prevent bouncing of the hammer from creating more than one blow.

In another case, sensors were placed at critical points on a bridge, and then a small explosive charge was ignited at the other end. The charge was of the order of a cherry bomb, so caused no damage. In both cases, the idea was to cause an impact, and then record the vibrations in the structure that result from it.

If you saw the movie Jurassic Park, then you saw another use of vibration sensors. A shotgun shell blank was held in a rig against the ground and exploded. The seismic waves were recorded on a lap-top computer and processed to show the all-too-realistic image of a Raptor skeleton.

Oil exploration is done the same way. An explosion is set off at a site, and a cluster of vibration sensors around a perimeter are used to sense the vibrations. From their data the geologists can construct an image of the underlying structure, and from it predict where oil might be found.

The idea behind any sensor is to find some transducible property that responds to the event being measured. A number of things can be used. For example, the strain gauge consists of a thin resistive wire stretched across a membrane or diaphragm.

When the wire is deformed, its dimensions change, so its resistance will also change. This phenomenon is called piezoresistivity. When the strain gauge resistor is used in a Wheatstone bridge, then a sensitive measure of the deformation caused by vibration can be obtained.

Inductive sensors
Another transducible property for vibrations is the inductor shown in Fig. 2a). Inductance of the coil of wire is determined by the number of turns, diameter of the coil, the length of the coil and the nature of the core.

If a ferrite or powdered iron core is used, then a large increase of inductance occurs when the core is slipped into the coil form. 'Slug-tuned' inductors are used in radio circuits. A threaded core is adjusted to be more or less inside the coil, depending on the value of inductance required.

Vibration sensors can be made by placing the core on a spring, pendulum or some other means of translating the motion caused by vibration into motion of the core - and therefore a change of inductance. In Fig. 2b) a pendulum is used to move the core in and out of the coil form.

There is a class of motion sensors that depends on the fact that a magnetic field and coil in motion relative to
each other causes a current to be induced into the coil. It doesn’t matter whether the coil moves or the magnet moves, so long as there is relative motion.

**Figure 3** shows a crude form of permanent magnet moving coil (PMMC) vibration sensor. A horseshoe magnet is positioned such that an inductor can move inside of its field. The coil, which may have many, many turns, is connected to a spring. When vibration is sensed, the coil moves up and down against the spring, causing a current to be induced because of the magnetic field.

A more familiar example is something that you might not at first see as a vibration sensor. The ordinary radio or television loudspeaker, Fig. 4, will do this neat trick. The PMMC loudspeaker consists of a fixed permanent magnet – usually made of Alnico – and a lightweight moving coil that is attached to the paper speaker cone.

When an electrical current from the radio output stage flows in the coil it produces a magnetic field that either attracts or repels the permanent magnet’s field, depending on the polarity of the audio signal. Thus, as the polarity of the audio signal switches back and forth the coil and cone move in and out.

The same loudspeaker that can be used as a radio output device can also be used as a microphone. Intercom sets that allow talk-back use this phenomenon. When sound vibrations impinge on the cone, they move the coil relative to the magnet, causing a current to be induced into the coil. This tiny current can be amplified and used as an audio signal.

**Fig. 2. Inductive vibration sensing. In a) is the basis of such a sensor. If the coil’s ferrite core is disturbed, the inductance of the coil changes. In b), the coil and core are attached to a pendulum which transfers movement from the pendulum’s base plate to the coil’s core.**

Note that word in the previous paragraph: ‘vibration’. If the vibrations being measured can be coupled to the speaker cone, then the speaker will act as a vibration sensor. I’ve seen speakers placed flat against metal plates for the purpose of recording vibrations.

One science fair student cemented a plastic drinking straw against the bottom of the speaker cone, and used it to couple to the vibration source. Essentially, the kid made a large-scale ‘spike microphone’.

**Linear differential voltage transformers**

**Figure 5** shows a special form of vibration or displacement sensor called a linear differential voltage transformer, or LDVT. It consists of three inductors, $L_1$ through $L_3$.

Inductor $L_1$ is excited by an AC signal, which is magnetically coupled to secondary coils $L_2$ and $L_3$. When the core is exactly midway between $L_2$ and $L_3$ the currents flowing in them will be identical.

The dots indicate the phasing of the two secondary coils. Because of the connection of $L_2$ and $L_3$, the currents are in series opposing. Thus, when the core is midway, the currents are equal and opposite, so null to zero. But when the core is offset in one direction or another, then one of the coil currents will predominate.

The amplitude of the output signal – expressed as a voltage – gives an indication of the magnitude of the core shift, while the polarity indicates the direction. When the core is coupled to something like a pendulum or diaphragm, then the vibrations received will move the core in and out of the coil-pair, causing an AC output signal to appear.

**Differential capacitor sensors**

Capacitance exists whenever two metallic objects are in close proximity to each other, and are separated by an insulating material – i.e. a ‘dielectric’. Such a device is called a capacitor.

Capacitance is a measure of the capacitor’s ability to store an electrical charge in an electrical field set up between the plates. The value of capacitance is proportional to the area of the metal surfaces and a property of the dielectric called the dielectric constant.

For dry air, the dielectric constant is 1. Capacitance is inversely proportional to the distance between the metal surfaces – in other words, the closer together they are, the higher the capacitance.

Capacitors are used in a variety of electronic applications. But in this particular case we are interested in a class of capacitors that are variable, and can be made to vary under the influence of vibration.

**Differential capacitors**

This class of variable capacitor actually consists of two variable capacitors actuated by the same shaft or other mechanical device. They are configured such that one capacitance increases its capacitor while the other decreases its capacitance in the same manner.
If you were to measure the total capacitance across the two capacitors, then you would find that the net capacitance does not change even though the values of the two capacitor sections do.

Figure 6 shows a vibration sensor that utilises the differential-capacitance phenomenon. The two capacitors are formed by two metal cylinders – \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) – separated by a small dielectric gap of air or other material. These cylinders share a metal plunger that is inside and axially concentric with them.

An insulating sleeve prevents the plunger – the ‘common plate’ of the differential capacitor – from shorting out against either cylinder. When the plunger is equally inside both cylinders, favouring neither, then their respective capacitances are equal. But if the actuating arm moves, then the plunger will move more deeply into one cylinder and out of the other. As a result, the ratio of the two capacitances changes.

The inset in Fig. 6 shows the equivalent circuit schematic for the differential capacitor vibration/displacement sensor.

A circuit for using a differential capacitance sensor is shown in Fig. 7. The differential capacitor – comprising \( C_{1A} \) and \( C_{1B} \) – is connected as two arms of a Wheatstone bridge. The remaining two arms are resistors \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \). It is the nature of this type of bridge circuit that output voltage \( V_0 \) will be zero when the ratios of the capacitive reactances and resistances are equal:

\[
\frac{X_{C_{1A}}}{X_{C_{1B}}} = \frac{R_1}{R_2} \quad \text{for} \quad V_0 = 0
\]

If \( R_1 \) equals \( R_2 \), the output voltage will be zero when the differential capacitor is balanced, i.e. \( C_{1A} \) is equal to \( C_{1B} \). When vibration or other motion displaces the plunger, however, \( C_{1A} \) is no longer equal to \( C_{1B} \) so the bridge is unbalanced and \( V_0 \) is non-zero. The amplitude of \( V_0 \) depends on the amplitude of the mechanical displacement of the plunger.

Other forms of circuit can be used with a differential capacitive sensor. For example, the two capacitors \( C_{1A} \) and \( C_{1B} \) can be used to control the frequency of radio frequency oscillators. When \( C_{1A} \) is equal to \( C_{1B} \), then the two frequencies would be equal, but a change in that equality will force the frequencies apart. One frequency will rise, while the other will fall.

If the two frequencies are combined in a nonlinear mixer, then the resultant heterodyne beat note will be proportional to the deflection of the plunger. A frequency-to-voltage converter or other form of circuit can be used to produce the analogue waveform.
SENSORS
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Fig. 8. Sensor derived from the Shackleford-Gunderson seismometer. In this type of sensor circuit the common plate of the capacitor is excited by a 4 to 6MHz RF signal, and the other two are used as 'receive antennas'.

Still another approach is to charge the capacitors through a high value resistor with a DC source, and then use an electrometer to measure the voltage across the capacitors. The voltage will be proportional to the charge, which in turn is set by the capacitance. The result is that the two DC voltages will vary according to the position of the plunger.

Electrometers are amplifiers with extremely high input impedances, so can be used to measure the charge developed across small value capacitors.

Another form of differential capacitor vibration sensor uses a pendulum to move a metal disc between two sections of a capacitor. The sensor's stator plates, call them $C_{1A}$ and $C_{1B}$, are made with bits of sheet metal, or blank unetched printed circuit board stock – which might be easier to work.

Two sets of plates are used for each capacitor, and they are connected together. As the pendulum bob swings back and forth it will 'shade' more or less of each set of stator plates depending on the amplitude and direction of the swing. Similar circuit strategies as above will also work for this sensor.

**Lehman-type seismometer project**

The Lehman seismometer was designed by Dr James D. Lehman of the Department of Physics at James Madison University in Harrisonburg, Virginia. It was the subject of the 'Amateur Scientist' column written by Jearl Walker in *Scientific American* (July 1979, p. 152ff)*. This seismometer is capable of detecting earthquakes of 4.8 or more on the Richter scale in the country where it's used, and 6 or more in other areas of the world.

The plan view is shown in Fig. 9, while a side view is shown in Fig. 10. A pendulum boom of 75cm or more in length is made of 1/4-inch (8mm) stock. It is suspended from an upright section, Fig. 11, such that its 'knife-edge' butt end rests against a strike plate on the upright section.

The last 20cm or so of the boom is threaded to accept a 5/16-20 or finer hex nut. When side-to-side vibrations characteristic of an earthquake are present the pendulum arm will swing back and forth in the horizontal plane. A pair of stops, Fig. 12, are used to prevent over-travel of the pendulum boom arm.

The components of the seismometer are mounted on a flat base plate. This plate can be made of aluminium, wood or plastic, but it must be level and stable. Do not use material thinner than 1.5cm for the base.

The upright segment is made from copper plumbing pipe, right angle-joints, and a pair of universal flanges for mounting to the base plate. The overall height is about 46cm. A lower cross piece holds the strike plate, while the upper cross piece holds a special wire attachment point.
Fig. 12. To prevent damage, the Lehman seismometer's arm movement is restricted by pair of stops.

Fig. 13. The original article describing the DIY Lehman seismometer suggested using an oil burner furnace nozzle to precisely position the suspension wire.

Fig. 14. Detail of the Lehman seismometer’s lower cross piece. In the centre of the cross piece is the strike plate assembly. Detail for the strike plate itself is shown inset.

Fig. 15. Detail for the seismometer’s sensor assembly in a) is a plan view while b) shows a side view. Here, a magnetic field moves relative to a coil of wire to induce a current.

For interest, there was a radiation detector made out of aluminium foil and a tin can on page 190 of the September 1979 issue. Excellent magazine. Ed.

In Fig. 11 you will see the side view. The wire suspending the boom is either piano wire or #26 AWG Nichrome wire. A small turnbuckle is used to make the wire taught and level the boom.

The upper end of the suspension wire is tied off to the upper cross piece, Fig. 13. The Walker article used an oil burner furnace nozzle to precisely position the suspension wire.

Detail in plan view of the lower cross piece is shown in Fig. 14. The cross piece can be machined from a bar of aluminium or brass, although some have made it out of plastic – not recommended, I am told. The ends of the cross piece are bevelled to allow it to be mounted to the vertical upright members.

In the centre of the cross piece is the strike plate assembly. Detail for the strike plate itself is shown inset. A \( \frac{1}{4} \)in (6mm) carriage bolt or other flathead machine bolt is used to make the strike plate. It is cut off from the threaded segment, leaving only the head and the unthreaded portion of the shank. The head is machined flat and polished. This makes a nice, low friction surface for the knife edge end of the pendulum boom.

A sensor assembly is mounted on the boom arm, refer again to Figs. 10 and 11. It is used to detect motion of the boom and translate it into an electrical signal that can be recorded on paper or stored in a computer. Also on the boom arm is a lead weight to make the boom act like a pendulum, and a damping assembly. The damper is needed to damp out oscillations of the pendulum in order to spread out the frequency response. Without the damping assembly the vibrations closest to the pendulum’s natural period will cause the greatest response. The frequency response is thus peaked at a specific frequency, rather than being broader.

A magnetic field moves relative to a coil of wire to induce a current. A matching hex head bolt is threaded into the nut, so that it sits against the back of the strike plate. When this bolt is adjusted, it will adjust the position of the strike plate.

A sensor assembly is mounted on the boom arm, refer again to Figs. 10 and 11. It is used to detect motion of the boom and translate it into an electrical signal that can be recorded on paper or stored in a computer. Also on the boom arm is a lead weight to make the boom act like a pendulum, and a damping assembly. The damper is needed to damp out oscillations of the pendulum in order to spread out the frequency response. Without the damping assembly the vibrations closest to the pendulum’s natural period will cause the greatest response. The frequency response is thus peaked at a specific frequency, rather than being broader.

Detail for the sensor assembly is shown in Fig. 15. A
Fig. 16. The seismometer's damping mechanism in plan view, a) and in side view, b). Damping is created by swinging a metal plate through the magnetic fields of opposing horseshoe magnets.

Plan view is shown in Fig. 15a), and a side view is shown in Fig. 15b). The sensor's 'transducible event' results from the fact that a magnetic field moving relative to a coil of wire will induce a current in that wire.

In Fig. 15a) you will see a strong horseshoe magnet mounted on the boom arm of the pendulum. The magnet is fixed with a wing nut connector of the sort used to fasten chemistry and optical apparatus.

Inside the curve of the horseshoe magnet is a coil of wire. The coil should be several centimetres in diameter, and consist of about 8000 to 12000 turns of #36 AWG (or so) enamelled wire. The former for the coil can be constructed of wood or plastic. A slow speed drill is used to wind the wire onto the form.

Winding the coil can be a dangerous operation, and you take your own responsibility if you attempt it. Make sure the drill has a very slow speed (most variable speed drills will do this). Fix the drill and the form in a vice, or other fixture. The wire should be on a dowel mounted offset from the drill and form, but positioned so that it can be unwound without kinking. Wear protective safety goggles when winding the coil. Injury to your eyes could occur if the wire breaks, or if you do something wrong.

The mounting of the coil and magnet are shown in side view in Fig. 15b). The mounting assembly can be made from either wood or plastic, or any convenient material.

The damping assembly is shown in both plan and side views in Fig. 16. The lead weight is made of plumber's lead, and is fixed to the threaded end of the boom with a pair of hex nuts. The period of the pendulum can be adjusted by the position of the weight, if needed.

The damping action is created by swinging a metal plate through the magnetic fields of opposing horseshoe magnets. When the pendulum moves eddy currents are set up in the aluminium plate, and these in turn create a magnetic field that is opposite to the polarity of the field that created the current. This is a magnetic version of 'rust on the door hinges' to keep it from swinging for a long time after excited by vibration.

The aluminium plate is fixed to the pendulum by a wooden or plastic dowel. One end of the dowel is threaded to fit the thread on the 8mm boom end. A wood-screw can be used to fasten the aluminium plate to the other end of the dowel.

Seismometers are usually buried below grade. Some people place them in a simple box on a flat rock outcropping, but that is not terribly good practice. Others build a concrete pedestal and box to house the seismometer.

Thermal insulation surrounding the inner chamber where the seismometer is located is used to keep the temperature stable. It is essential that the seismometer be perfectly level, and not tilted. It may take several days to get the seismometer adjusted properly.

---

UHF Helical B.P Filter (BW:2-350MHz)
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USB oscilloscope for the PC

Eddy Insam shows how easy it is to make an oscilloscope that plugs into your PC's USB port. Its sampling rate may not be very exciting for RF people, but it can be perfectly acceptable for audio and teaching work.

I covered the basics of USB interfacing using an off-the-shelf module in an article presented in last month's issue. Here I develop the concept by describing a simple virtual instrument that allows you to look at waveforms on your PC.

Figure 1 shows the basic concept. I used a Texas Instruments TLC5510 flash a-to-d converter. You could also use the faster TLC5540 version. These converters are cheap, fast CMOS devices that take very little current. They also require the minimum of interfacing as you will see. As all the chips are surface mount the whole circuit is small enough to fit into a hand held probe-type enclosure.

How the circuit works
The 74HC132 schmitt trigger chain forms a simple relaxation oscillator gated by the TXE 'buffer data available' signal from the USB module. This simple arrangement produces write clock pulses for the module and in slightly delayed form, for the a-to-d converter. The gating ensures clocks are only generated when the USB module is ready to accept them.

When testing, note that the clock will only run if there is a program at the PC end 'reading' the data, otherwise the transmit first-in-first-out buffer fills up and the module just stops taking data. The oscillator frequency sets the a-to-d sampling rate. Because of USB transfer limits, the maximum rate will be about 1MHz. However, the application program in your PC may not be able to accept this data continuously, especially if you have other fast USB peripherals connected such as sound cards or video grabbers.

Figure 2 shows how a two-trace version of the scope could be implemented. I have used two a-to-d converters. It is easier - and possibly cheaper - to do it this way rather than try to arrange for an analogue switch on the input.

As it is now necessary to take two readings per sample, the overall sampling rate will be halved, reducing the effective bandwidth to 250kHz.

The author
Dr Eddy Insam is a consultant in innovative applications of telecommunications and specialises in graphics and signal processing. He can be reached on edinsam@eix.co.uk.

USB interfacing module

This off-the-shelf USB module was the subject of last month's article. It offers an easy route to adding USB to your project. Using it also reduces the PC software to the lowest level of difficulty.

The USB module in question is the FT8U245AM, manufactured by FTDI, (www.ftdichip.com). To work, the chip only requires a 6MHz crystal, some passives and the USB socket. It interfaces to an external microprocessor via an 8-bit parallel port and four read/write and control lines.

From the micro's point of view, the FT245 chip looks like a 384-byte first-in-first-out buffer, or FIFO, for transmit, and a 128 byte FIFO buffer on receive. The device works in the USB full speed mode and can transfer data at around a megabyte per second.
This is still good enough for audio work.

The principle can be extended to four or more traces by simply adding more D-type flip-flops. One disadvantage of this method is that the PC does not know which sample corresponds to which input. I cheated by adding a button on the software to switch the traces around.

A similar arrangement can be used to read from higher resolution 12, 14 or 16 bit a-to-d converters, by selecting between the most significant and least significant bytes of a single, wide converter. If the converter has fewer than 16 bits, a spare bit can be used as an external trigger input.

Alternatively, the unused bits can be set to a fixed data pattern. This may enable the PC software to synchronise to the correct byte order by analysing the repetition patterns in the byte pairs received.

Both the a-to-d and the FTDI USB module can operate at up to 10MHz in burst mode. It is therefore possible to run the scope ten times faster by filling the transmit FIFO buffer at higher clock rates, and dumping to the PC at the normal 1MHz transfer rate.

The 384 byte first-in-first-out buffer may not be large enough for some applications. However, it is quite easy to add an external FIFO RAM - such as a 256K TV frame-grabber FIFO. The buffer connects between the a-to-d and the USB. Clocking and gating arrangements are relatively straightforward. This would allow the scope to run at up to 5MHz bandwidth in burst mode.

Such a set-up could also form the basis of a simple USB video frame grabber.

Input circuit

All configurations share the same input circuitry. This is detailed in Fig. 3. The TLC5510 has an adjustable analogue input span that is determined by the externally applied voltages at pins REFT and REFB.

The chip includes a number of internal resistors that allow designers to choose a set of gap options without adding external circuitry. The chip was designed mainly for video conversion, and the two main range options are 0.0 to 2.3 volts, and 0.6 to 2.6 volts.

A small problem arises here. The USB cable provides a variable supply voltage between 4.2 and 5.25 volts. As a result, the simple resistor divider inside the chip will not give an accurate reference. It also draws about 10mA quiescent current. As an alternative, I used an external 2.5V reference diode, dispensing with the internal resistors.

The analogue input to the a-to-d converter is internally connected to various capacitor switches, and ideally requires a low-impedance source. Some means of shifting the voltage levels is needed so that the probe input can measure negative voltages. Also, some means of trimming the overall gain and zero points is necessary.

I used two op-amps in the simple configuration shown. You may prefer to use some other arrangement. That doesn’t matter as long as it eventually provides an output of 0 to 2.5 volts at low impedance into the a-to-d converter.

The op-amp should be a high-impedance, high-frequency type, enough to give a gain of at least ten at 10MHz. Be aware that some op-amps have limited top saturation voltages. With a positive supply of 5 volts they may clip below the 2.5 volts needed. I used an LF353 for no other reason than I happened to have one available at the time. It seemed to work very well.

All power is derived from the USB wire. The USB interface module, the a-to-d converter and the op-amp all require very little current and can happily work off these voltages at all times, even when the USB interface is inactive.

However, in order to generate the negative supply for the op-amp, I needed to include a DC-to-DC converter, Fig. 4.
Fig. 3. A possible analogue input signal conditioner. The input range is -10 to +10V with an input impedance of about 1MΩ. The second op-amp performs a bit of level shifting and gain to provide the 0-2.5V required by the a-to-d converter from the probe's input range of -10 to +10 volts. The two potentiometers are used to trim zero level and final gain.

Fig. 4. A circuit to provide the negative supply required by the op-amp. The transistor is used to switch power only when the USB module is active. This is derived from the TXE signal.

which robbed nearly 15mA from the 5-volt supply. I found myself adding a simple circuit using a p-n-p transistor to remove power to the DC converter and to the op-amp when the USB is inactive.

The USB module does not provide a specific ‘power down’ output, so I crudely derived this from the TXE signal. If you use a more efficient low-power DC-to-DC converter, you may not need this part of the circuit. It may be possible to derive the negative supply from the clock. I assume it should work as the op-amp takes little power. I have not tried this.

The TLC5510 chip is incredibly sensitive to noise and supply glitches. This shows as bumps and spikes on the displayed waveforms, especially during 01111112 to 1000002 type transitions. The application notes suggest using separate connections for digital and analogue supplies. You do need these if you want a clean output.

If you are creating your own PCB layout, make sure you download the data sheets from the Texas web site including all application notes. They contain very useful recommendations on noise suppression.

For my prototype, I used air-to-air wiring for all pin connections on the Texas chip. This at least guaranteed that no PCB cross-talk noise would be present.

I might have spent ten minutes getting the USB module to work but I am not saying how much time I spent trying to minimise analogue noise problems.

PC application software

On the PC, you only need to install the FTDI comms emulation driver (VCP). All the relevant drivers are downloadable from the manufacturer's web site. These are available for all relevant versions of Windows, Mac and Unix/Linux.

Detailed installation instructions are also available from the web site. They are very simple, and you may not want to read them – especially if you, like me, are one of those people who only read the documentation when things don’t work.

After installation, you will notice that an extra COM port has been added to the existing list in your control panel. Note that this COM port is only enabled when the USB module is active. So, if you want to change the number for example, ensure the USB module is plugged in.

Writing software for the PC is reasonably simple. Many of you will be conversant with software programming, whether in Basic, Borland or Microsoft tools. If you have written software for the serial port, read no further! The only thing you will need to know is that the USB module looks in all respects like a COM port. The only relevant difference is that speed parameters are ignored. The chip runs at full speed.

For those of you using Basic, there are a number of plug-in ActiveX and DLL component modules you can get for driving the serial port. I have not tried any of these, but considering the high data rates involved, I would not be surprised if some of these are not able to keep up with the incoming stream from the USB module.

However, there is an alternative. The USB module’s manufacturer, FTDI, also supplies a set of drivers that will allow you faster and more direct access to the chip resources. Known as D2XXX, these drivers are provided in the form of separate DLL files that present a relatively simple interface to VB, VC++, C++ Builder, Delphi etc.,

Obtaining the parts

The Texas a-to-d converter is available from Farnell at about £4 each in small quantities. The USB module is available from FTDI in the UK for £23.50, which includes VAT and shipping. The company has local agents in the US and Australia. Check the company's web site www.ftdichip.co.uk for more up to date details on pricing and availability.

An alternative device FT232, provides a serial output instead of a parallel one. This could be used as a direct replacement for systems using legacy RS232 interfaces. All information is available from the FTDI web site.
Listing. Software in C for communicating with the USB oscilloscope.

```c
Listing. Software in C for communicating with the USB oscilloscope.

// must be NULL for comms
// must be this for comms:
// no share (only option)

//** Validate
int e;

// Initialise. Call this once at the start of your program
//** Initialise and validate...
Dcb.BaudRate=

//.. Do the forever loop.(till "stop" flag is set externally)...

// Call a function in the user application. Pass: buffer start, index

//** Set Timeouts

// pDlg is a pointer to the user application Object (assuming c++)
e=SetCommState(com_handle,&m_Dcb);// set DCB

//** Default DCB to some initial values.

// fills DCB with current settings
0-Call

// cannot open com port:
if (com_handle==INVALID_HANDLE_VALUE) {
int ee=GetLastError();
sprintf (com_error,"COM%d error %d",port,ee);
com_handle=NULL;
return -1;
}

// Allocate a dynamic byte buffer for storing incoming data...
com_bdata= new BYTE[com_bsize];
// error, cannot allocate memory
if(com_bdata==NULL) com_exit();
return -1;

// Allocate internal buffer sizes within the comms driver

//** Enable CTS for outgoing flow control

// cannot open com port?
回

// leave its on always

// any relevant low level signal processing could go here...

// Call a function in the user application. Pass: buffer start, index
to last block written, and number of bytes (circular buffer)

//** Allocate internal buffer sizes within the comms driver

// if true, discard NULL bytes on rx

//** Align index on circular buffer

// if nothing read from line, block thread to allow buffer to fill.
else {
Sleep(10);
}}

//** End of thread...
com_thrstop=0;
return 0;

// Initialise. Call this once at the start of your program

// if port is the wanted port number, e.g. 3

// 'bsize' is the wanted buffer size, must be a power of 2, e.g. 32768
int com_Init(int port, int bsize);]

// int e;

// Validate...
if(com_handle==0) return 0; // If already open, ignore call
com_bsize=buffer size;
if(ee==0) com_thrstop=1; // If <0, user wants to abort

// Close comms handle
char* comfile= (zp,"C","W");
com_handle=CreatFile(zp);

// so share (only option)
0,

// Security attributes
NULL,

// must be this for comms:
oc

// non FLAG_OVERLAPPED
0,

// must be NULL for comms NULL

//... Open thread now...

COMMTIMEOUTS Cto;
// Comms timeout structure

Cto.ReadTotalTimeoutMultiplier=60;
Cto.ReadTotalTimeoutConstant=0;
Cto.WriteTotalTimeoutMultiplier=0;
Cto.WriteTotalTimeoutConstant=0;
e=SetCommTimeouts(com_handle,&Cto);
// set DCB 0-fail

//** Call this once at the end of your program
int com Exit();

// if already closed, ignore the call
if(com_handle==0) return 0;

// if thread is running, attempt to close it (wait till its done inst...
com_thrstop=1;
Sleep(100);

// Close Comms handle
CloseHandle(com_handle);
com_handle=NULL;

// Delete our receive buffer
if(com_bdata==NULL) delete [] com_bdata; com_bdata=NULL;
return 0;
}
```
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You just link it to your software project. For those of you using C or C++, you can use any of the many Windows API functions. The Listing shows some very simple plain vanilla code that you can include in your application when using the FTDI serial emulator interface. The only two functions required are com_Init() and com_Exit(). These are used to initialise and terminate the comms service. These should be called once at the beginning of the program and once at the end.

The initialisation program starts a 'thread'. This is a section of code that runs transparently in parallel with the main user program. The thread keeps a watch on incoming serial-port bytes, and calls a function in the main user program whenever there is a quantity of bytes to transfer. This is known as a 'call-back' function. In this way, the main user program can be uniquely allocated to you at no cost. Please e-mail fred.dart@ftdchip.com for more details.

The only downside of going this route is that you cannot terminate when an error occurs or when a global flag is set. This follows the normal practice that threads should terminate themselves.

First, the loop within the thread calls a comms API to find out how many bytes there are in the comms buffer. This has the seemingly inappropriate name of ClearCommError(). In our case, this function will nominally return either 4K or zero. The 4K is the default transfer size for the FT driver as specified in the INF file.

If there are bytes to read, the ReadFile() function is called to move these into a circular buffer, and then call a function in the user program. I have called this function CommReadCB().

If there are no bytes to transfer, I put the thread to sleep for 10ms. The Sleep() API Function is a simple and efficient way of blocking a thread for a fixed time, as it manages the multi-tasking using very few CPU cycles. This blocking ensures the thread does not run continuously and hog large chunks of the CPU time.

In my version of the program, I have extra code within the thread for processing of arrays, and for detecting a 'trigger' point to emulate a triggered scope. These are written around the 'Read' and 'Sleep' function to maximise usage of spare time. I have not shown these as they may reduce readability of the relevant sections of code.

The call-back function in the main program is used to process the incoming array. For example, rearranging data arrays for display bitmaps, performing filtering and processing, etc.

One important point for software developers: you must avoid calling certain Windows API functions – especially graphics functions – from within the thread or the user call-back. If you do call them, you may cause very odd effects including crashes. Windows provides the PostMessage function for this.

The FTDI driver defaults to 4Kbyte transfers. There can be up to 250 calls to the call-back routine in the main program every second. Some PCs can handle this rate quite happily. With my simple demo program, my 300MHz PC had enough time to display each array received on oscilloscope-like graphics, and also compute and display the same data as a 1024 point FFT – including integer to float interpolation.

I am not much of an artist when it comes to designing front panels; Fig. 5. shows my crude attempts at displaying the scope output on a PC. I am sure you will be able to come up with much more attractive designs.

Taking it further

If you intend to commercialise your product using USB you must register your own VID and PIDs with the USB organisation (www.usb.org). Becoming a member of this Forum costs $2500 a year, although you can obtain an ID number without joining the organisation for $1500. Check their web site for more details.

Alternatively, you could use the default VID and PID of the FT245 device. This has the disadvantage that connecting multiple FT devices to the same computer may confuse the drivers. However, FTDI maintains a book of unique PIDs that can be uniquely allocated to you at no cost. Please e-mail fred.dart@ftdchip.com for more details.

The only downside of going this route is that you cannot apply for USB certification for your products, or use the new trademarked USB logo on your packaging. To do so, you must apply for your own VID.

You may be wondering how the PID is stored within the FT chip. The FTDI device contains its own hard-wired VID (0403h) and PID codes (0601h). When adding your own, you store these in a separate 93C46 EEPROM chip that connects directly to the FT245 chip. This is the little box shown in Fig. 3 of last month's article.
Electronics World 2002 reader survey
Your chance to have a say, and a chance to win a free subscription to Electronics World*...

To help us to make sure that Electronics World continues to be useful to you, we would greatly appreciate it if you would take a few minutes to fill in our reader survey. We have endeavoured to make the questions as easy as possible to answer, but if there are any that don't accommodate your circumstances, simply insert a question mark by, or near, the question concerned.

Do you use CAD to design circuits?  
- Regularly
- Often
- Sometimes
- Rarely
- Never

If so, what proportion of time do you spend using CAD relative to building circuits?  
- Almost all
- More than half
- Less than half
- Hardly ever

Are you involved with microprocessors and microcontrollers?  
- Yes
- No

Are you using high level programming languages?  
- Yes
- No

Do you use a PC at work?  
- Yes
- No

If you use a PC, does it have Internet access?  
- Yes
- No

Do you perceive Electronics World as an enthusiast's magazine, or a journal for professionals?  
- Hobbyist
- Professional

Do you believe that Electronics World's direction has changed over the past five years? If so, has it changed for the better or for the worse?  
- Better
- No change
- Worse

Would you describe yourself as an electronics professional, or are you purely an enthusiast?  
- Enthusiast
- Professional

Do you work in electronics?  
- Yes
- No

Does Electronics World have too many equations?  
- Way too many
- Too many
- About right
- Not enough

How often do you buy Electronics World?  
- Every month
- Regularly
- A few times a year
- Rarely

*Details at the end of the form
Do you have difficulty buying Electronics World through your newsagent?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rare</th>
<th>Sometime</th>
<th>A lot</th>
<th>Terrible</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Does a gift on the cover make a difference as to whether you buy the magazine or not?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>None</th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th>Often</th>
<th>Nearly always</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Do you appreciate the special offers that we negotiate for you?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>A little</th>
<th>Often</th>
<th>Nearly always</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you subscribe, are you happy with our subscription service? If you are not, please let us have brief details in the comments area at the end of the survey.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Happy</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Disappointed</th>
<th>Frustrated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How many people does your company employ?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1-10</th>
<th>10-50</th>
<th>50-200</th>
<th>&gt;200</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Do you own the company?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Roughly, on average, how much do you spend on components each month at work?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>£50</th>
<th>£50-200</th>
<th>£200-£1000</th>
<th>&gt;£1000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Roughly, on average, how much do you spend on components each month at home?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>£10</th>
<th>£10-50</th>
<th>&gt;£50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Would you describe the components that you buy as primarily analogue, primarily digital or mixed?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analogue</th>
<th>Digital</th>
<th>Mixed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Do you buy test gear?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you buy test gear, do you buy it largely for home or for work?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Home</th>
<th>Work</th>
<th>Both</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you buy test gear, approximately how much a year do you spend?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>£500</th>
<th>£500-1000</th>
<th>£1000-10000</th>
<th>&gt;£10000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Is the majority of test gear you buy new, or second hand?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mostly new</th>
<th>Bit of both</th>
<th>Mostly second hand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What earnings bracket are you in? Note that we will only use this information for statistical purposes, and strictly in accordance with the law.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Up to £12k</th>
<th>£12-22k</th>
<th>More than £22k</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Are there other magazines in the same field that you enjoy/value more than Electronics World?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If so, what's your favourite? ________________________________
If you don't subscribe to Electronics World, what stands in the way of you subscribing?

What is your favourite section in the magazine? (i.e. circuit ideas, news, new products, RF design...)

What additional topics, if any, would you like to see in the magazine?

Which three suppliers do you use most, regardless of whether they are component or equipment suppliers?
1
2
3

Which single supplier do you spend most with?

If you work in electronics and buy components and equipment, which three product areas do you spend most on? (e.g. T&M, passives, digital ICs)

What is your job title?

PRIZE DRAW
Many thanks for spending the time to fill in our survey. Please mail it back (no stamp needed) to
Electronics World
FREEPOST SEA11435
Sutton
SM3 8BR
or fax it on 01792 878233.
Senders of all entries returned by 11 March 02 will be eligible to win one of five, one-year subscriptions to Electronics World. This applies to overseas readers too. Winners will be drawn from a hat and notified by post as soon as possible after the closing date. The prize is not negotiable, and no correspondence will be entered into regarding it. Please provide your details in the coupon on the right.

Name_________________________
Address_______________________
Postcode_______________________
The RTDF 1.5 is a unique real-time audio-bandwidth digital filter with infinitely adjustable characteristics — all available at the click of a button. Filter design and execution is accomplished in two easy steps. In fact, you can have a no-compromise filter up and running within seconds.

If you want to change the filter completely — low-pass, band-pass, high-pass or arbitrary — just repeat the two steps.

The RTDF filter system includes hardware based on an advanced digital signal processor, low-level firmware that implements the filtering operations, and a high-level PC-based software interface that designs the filter according to your requirements. Once a filter is designed, the software interface is used to download the filter to the hardware system via a serial link, where it is executed on demand.

You don’t need to know about digital signal processing theory or the mathematics associated with digital-filter design. But if you’re a filter expert, you won’t find yourself restricted by RTDF — it features:

- Runs under Windows 95, 98 or ME
- Generates FIR filters with a maximum of 1024 coefficients.
- Multiple pass, stop or arbitrary filters.
- Lower -3dB frequency 3.7Hz at 48kHz sample rate and 1.2Hz at 12kHz sample rate.
- Filter operates in single or dual channel modes.
- Import mode — ASCII import of any frequency response.
- Hardware module holds up to 16 filters, instantly selectable with one mouse click.
- Zero-phase distortion in the pass, transition and stop bands, ignoring input and output coupling.
- Choice of rectangular, Bartlett, Hamming, Hanning, Blackman or Kaiser Windows.
- Virtual control panel allowing run-time changes to filter gain and sampling rate.
- Includes frequency and time domain plots of filter performance.
- Frequency response plotted as linear, dB, square, root, real, imaginary or phase.
- Impulse, frequency and phase response exportable in a variety of formats (dB, power etc) as ASCII files for incorporation into standard spreadsheets.
- 18-bit resolution in single, 16-bit in dual-channel mode.
- Normal or turbo speed, software selectable.
- User selectable sample rates of 48kHz, 24kHz, 16kHz, 12kHz, 9.6kHz, 8kHz, 6kHz, 4.8kHz, 4kHz, 3.2kHz or 3kHz.
- Maximum input and output level 4V pk-pk
the easy-to-use interface. If you want to do it the hard way, you can even design your filter in long-hand then download the filter's frequency response as an ASCII file to the RTDF's control program!

The RTDF is a total filter solution. Due to its flexibility, it is particularly well suited to processing audio signals in real time. High-quality analogue signal conditioning and a dual-channel 16/18-bit resolution analogue-to-digital converter and digital-to-analogue converter provide a resolution sufficient for the most demanding applications.

In short, the RTDF brings the power of digital signal processing to any audio-bandwidth domain that requires high-performance electronic signal filtering. Applications include sensor linearisation, audio signal processing, signal analysis, vibration analysis, education and research in electrical, electronic and other physical sciences.

Low-pass, high-pass, multiple band-stop / band-pass filters may be combined to produce very complex filters for frequencies up to 24kHz.

The software can accept measured responses to define a filter template. This can be used for measurement equalisation or to search out signal signatures in noisy environments. Since the filters are implemented using a geometrical finite impulse response (FIR) method, no phase distortion occurs in the filtered signal — no matter how sharp the filter is. Because the processing module is so fast, it is possible to design filters with responses far beyond what is possible with traditional analogue techniques.

Windows software

The control program runs under Windows and provides a user-friendly filter-design tool that de-mystifies the process of specifying the filter. The filter design process simply becomes one of describing the desired frequency response.

The design package indicates the response that will be produced and any deviations from that specified. User designs may be stored for re-use and actual responses may be entered from measurements for simulation or equalisation purposes. Once designed, filters are calculated and downloaded to the hardware within seconds.

The software designs the filter according to the user's specifications. The filter is expressed as a set of FIR, zero-phase distortion coefficients or taps. Collectively, the coefficients of a filter are known as the impulse response.

The system's gain and sampling rate can be adjusted while the filter is running and you can switch instantaneously between a filtered or non-filtered signal. Most importantly, the software includes a flexible filter design section. A window displays the frequency or impulse response of the realised filter in various formats. A hardware control section downloads a filter and provides for general communication with the filter module.

The DSP module

The hardware DSP module connects to the PC via a standard COM port using the cable supplied. The 16/18-bit over-sampling dual-channel sigma-delta a-to-d and d-to-a conversion system can easily be set to any one of eleven sample rates, ranging from 48kHz down to 3kHz.

So how fast can the filter operate, and how many filter coefficients can it practically employ? The maximum number of taps at the highest frequency range of 24kHz is 527. At this range, the system is sampling at 48kHz. This represents a very sharp filter indeed.

Using a frequency range of 12kHz — sample rate of 24kHz — in single-channel mode, the system can operate a filter with a maximum of 937 taps. At any range below this, it can operate a filter with a maximum of 1024 taps. The performance of a 1024-tap filter is so extremely sharp that it is quite unlikely that you would ever need to use it.

In dual-channel mode, the maximum number of taps permissible at the highest frequency range of 24kHz is 191. With a frequency range of 12kHz, it is 397. Full details concerning tap numbers, frequency ranges and operating modes are provided with the on-line documentation.

System includes:

- Filter DSP board
- Windows filter design software on CD plus demonstration-filters
- Fully-worked help files – featuring tutorial
- Installation instructions
- Analogue i/o cables
- RS232 COM port download cable
- Power supply

Use this coupon to order your RTDF filter

Please send me........ RTDF filter(s) at £243 excluding £7 shipping and UK special delivery and VAT (£293.75 fully inclusive: e-mail electronics.world@ntlworld.com for quantity discounts and o/a postage rates). Note: normal price £499!

Name

Address

Phone number/fax

Total amount £............

I enclose a cheque

Please charge to my credit/debit card.

Card type (Mastercard/Visa/Switch etc)

Card No ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________

Expiry date ______ / ______

Please mail this coupon to Electronics World, together with payment. Alternatively fax credit card details with order on 020 8722 6098

Address orders and all correspondence relating to this order to RTDF Offer, Electronics World, Anne Boleyn House, 9-13 Ewell Road, Cheam, Surrey, SM3 8BZ

email j.lowe@cumulusmedia.co.uk

Make cheques payable to Electronics World.
VIOM control module

For a limited period, Phaedrus is offering its new VIOM i/o control module to Electronics World readers at a special offer price of £33.60+VAT (£39.48 total). Carriage is free for the duration of this special offer. Its normal ex-VAT price is £42 excluding VAT.

VIOM is a versatile input/output control module. Each of its 16 outputs may be controlled locally by its own inputs, timers and counters or remotely via the module’s RS232 serial port.

In local mode the outputs can be controlled by an AND/OR combination of any of the inputs. In addition delays can be inserted before the output becomes active and then on and off periods can be defined to allow for cyclic operation.

Active high or active low operation can be individually selected on each output. Outputs may be controlled from a host via the serial port either individually or collectively. The host may also interrogate the module for the current status of the outputs.

Timer/counter registers can be controlled from the inputs or the serial port. Thresholds can be defined which can be used to trigger outputs. Values of the registers can be read via the serial port.

Inputs can be interfaced with clean contacts or CMOS/TTL outputs and can be defined as active high or active low. They can be programmed to report to a host via the serial port either periodically or on a change of state. Alternatively the host can interrogate the module and request the status of all inputs.

Optional dedicated 8 way display and relay modules can be connected directly to the module via ribbon cable.

Software

Any PC application that can be used to generate ASCII characters and send them out through the RS232 COM port can be used to program the module. Hyperterminal, supplied free with Windows, is among these applications.

There are 95 ASCII-based commands for controlling the module.

PC based applications can be downloaded from the web address given here, free of charge. These include a tutorial and a data logger plus applications for monitoring and controlling I/O pins together with the eight counter/timers. More applications will follow during 2002.

Several projects for using VIOM in stand alone mode are supplied with kit. These include a combination lock, a quiz box, chasing lights and a logic demonstrator.

How do I order?

The offer price includes the i/o module plus its manual in PDF form, and the example projects mentioned above. Offer ends 31 May 2002 and is limited to one item per reader. A special web address has been set up exclusively for EW readers wanting to order by credit card. Visit: www.phaedrusltd.co.uk/pages/html/ewoffer.html

for details. Alternatively, send a cheque or postal order to Phaedrus Ltd, Unit 1 Darwin Enterprise Centre, Railway Road. Darwen BB3 3EH.

Please make cheques payable to Phaedrus Ltd.

Phaedrus can be reached on 01254 772622.

www.phaedrusltd.co.uk

Specification

- Number of Inputs: 16
- Number of Outputs: 16
- Inputs: CMOS, 10kΩ loading
- Outputs: open collector
- Max output current: 100mA
- Number of internal (virtual) I/O ports: 16
- Number of timer/counters: 8
- Size of timer/counters: 32 bit
- Time resolution: 10ms
- RS232 serial port
- 95 ASCII based commands
- Supply voltage: 9-16V DC
- Supply current: 40mA
- Dedicated display and relay modules available

Programming the module

The following VIOM code could be sent to VIOM as a text file via its RS232 port. The lines starting with ‘<’ are comments. The code makes output 2 oscillate at a rate of 1 second on and 1 second off when inputs 1 and 2 are both active. The first line, ‘FDL’, tells the VIOM module that the following file is a download:

```
FDL
<AND inputs on output 2
WO2J0
<Set On time for output 2 to 1 second
WO2C10
WO2D2
<Set Off time for output 2 to 1 second
WO2E10
WO2F2
<Allocate Inputs 1 and 2 to Output 2
WO2L1
WO2L2
```

Applications

- Education
- Low-volume production
- Prototype
- Domestic control
- Digital I/O
- Data links
- Security systems

Connector types

- Power: screw terminals
- Inputs: screw terminals and IDC 10-way male connectors
- Outputs: screw terminals and IDC 10-way male connectors
- Dimensions: 90mmx107mm (3.4in x 4.25in)
R&S APN 62 LF Sig Gen 0.1Hz - 260 kHz c/w book - £250.

10 KC/s-1.01GHz AM - FM - £500 inc. instruction book - Tested.

Anritsu ML96B Power Meter & Charger - £450.

MARCONI 2022E SYNTHESIZED SIGNAL GENERATOR - 0.01Hz-100MHz 10 digit LED Readout - £1,000.

Anritsu MZ100A 0/0 Converter. 1.3SM - £500 + one P.I.


Anritsu MW98A Time Domain Reflector.

Racal/Dana 9303 True RMS Levelmeter + Head - £450.

200 Mc/s PI Cards and other types.

Racal/Dana 1250-1261 Universal Switch Controller + Marconi TF2374 Zero Loss Probe - £200.

Mixers are available for ANZ's to 60GHz.

HP37096 ConstEllation ANZ £1,000.

HP Sweep Oscillators type 8690 A+B + plug-ins from 1.5GHz - £150.

20 Mc/s to 18GHz also 18-40GHz.

HP Sweep Generator 8411A-8412-8413-8414-8418-8740-8741-8742 GHz - plus most other units and displays used in this field.

HP 75000 VXI.
Put your web address in front of 18,000 electronic fanatics.

Electronics World acknowledge your company’s needs to promote your web site, which is why we are dedicating over 3 pages in every issue to WEB ADDRESSES.

Linage only will cost £150 + vat for a full year.

Linage with colour screen shot will cost £350 + vat for a full year, this will include the above plus 3cm shot of your web site which we can produce if required.

To take up this offer or for more information Tel 0208 722 6028

E-mail p.bunce@cumulusmedia.co.uk

ACQUIVISION
http://www.acquivision.com

ACQUIVISION solutions, including XY-Plotting, Oscilloscopes (with FFT), Data Logging and Custom Software, have been getting the most from computers since 1994. Download software. Telephone (01903)830502.

ANASOFT LTD
http://www.anasoft.co.uk

SuperSpice, the affordable, mixed-mode windows circuit simulator. Wrote by an analogue design engineer for those Teletubbies who like keeping things simple.

BEDFORD OPTO TECHNOLOGY LTD
http://www.bolt.co.uk

Optoelectronic products UK design development manufacture standard and custom, LED bargraphs, circuit board Indicators, stand offs, transmissive/reflective switches, baselna optocouplers tubular and surfacemount, pannel mount LED assemblies.

COMPONENT KITS
http://www.componentkits.com

"Component Kits LLC manufactures and distributes Electronic Component Kits used for professional engineering design, prototype, University lab, and hobbyist uses. Visit our website to review our current product line, request our Free CD-ROM, or join our newsletter."

COOKE INTERNATIONAL
http://www.cooke-int.com

info@cooke-int.com

Test & Measuring Equipment Operating & Service Manuals.

CROWNHILL ASSOCIATES LTD
http://www.crownhill.co.uk

Crownhill supply low cost development tools for use with Micro-Controllers and Smart Cards. Products include Smart Card development tools, Smart cards, Micro Development tools and Bespoke Design Services.

DB TECHNOLOGY
http://www.dbtechnology.co.uk/


DESIGNER SYSTEMS CO.
http://www.designersystems.co.uk

Electronic product design company with over a decade of experience promoting it's own product range and designing and manufacturing innovative products for client companies/individuals.

EAGLE PCB DESIGN SOFTWARE
http://www.puresoft.co.uk

Professional PCB design made easy! Schematics, Layout & Autorouting. Free tech support

EDAForce
http://www.edaforce.co.uk

EDAForce is a division of the independent specialist recruitment consultancy TelecomForce. We specialise in placing engineers and engineering managers, either contract or permanent, in the role that is right for them. Visit the web site, email us on ew@edaforce.co.uk or call +44(0)1628 850273 to find out how we could help you.

EQUINOX TECHNOLOGIES UK LTD
http://www.equinox-tech.com

Equinox Technologies UK Ltd., specialise in development tools for the embedded microcontroller market.

FELLER UK
http://www.feller-at.com

Feller (UK) Ltd. manufacture Fully approved cordsets (Moulded mains plugs and connectors) and Power Supply Cables for all industrial Countries to National and International Standards

FIELD ELECTRIC LTD
http://www.fieldelectric.co.uk

Field Electric Ltd has been successfully trading since 1958 in the re-sale of used test & measurement equipment & computer hardware. We buy and sell in
small or bulk quantities and can source equipment to particular requirements. Visit our web site or call 44 01837 83736.

FUTURE TECHNOLOGY DEVICES INTL. LTD.  
http://www.ftdichip.com

FTDI designs and sells USB-UART and USB-FIFO interface i.c.'s. Complete with PC drivers these devices simplify the task of designing or upgrading USB peripherals

J W COMMUNICATIONS  
http://www.jwhardy.co.uk

R.S. Network Specialist. Shop online - for R.S.network components. We supply a full range of TV, radio reception equipment to receive analogue/digital signals from both terrestrial and satellite sources. We provide a free planning service for your R.S. networks. MATV and SMATV etc

LACIB CENTER  
http://www.labcenter.co.uk

Download evaluation versions of our unique Proteus VSM mixed mode SPICE and CPU simulator, and also the full range of Proteus PCB Design products. Register the Proteus Lite shareware versions online for as little as £20.

LEVY/LATHAM GLOBAL  
http://www.levyllatham.com

U.S. Military Surplus meters, plug-ins, test sets, oscilloscopes, power supplies, signal generators, spectrum analyzers and radio components from Tektronix, Hewlett Packard, Sony, Phillips and more!

LOW POWER RADIO SOLUTIONS  
http://www.lpr.co.uk

LPRS markets low power radio transmitters, receivers and transceiver modules manufactured by ourselves, Radiometrix, Circuit Designs, ROT and Micrel. Applications for telemetry, video and remote control.

MATRIX MULTIMEDIA LTD  
www.matrixmultimedia.co.uk

Matrix Multimedia publishes a number of highly interactive CD ROMs for learning electronics including: Complete electronics course, Analogue filter design, and PICmicro(R) microcontroller programming (C and assembly).

QUASAR ELECTRONICS  
www.quasarelectronics.com

Quasar Electronics designs and sells USB-FIO interface i.c.'s. Complete with PC drivers these devices simplify the task of designing or upgrading USB peripherals

R.MO-AKD-PP  
http://www.art-decade.com

We provide the following services: Systems design, test & analysis, Software design & coding, Avionics design, Document technical review, authority & proof reading. Rig design, Hardware design.

RS COMPONENTS LTD  
http://www.rscomponents.com

R.S. networks, MATV and SMATV etc provide a free planning service for your terrestrial and satellite sources. We supply a full range of TV, radio reception equipment to receive analogue/digital signals from both terrestrial and satellite sources. We provide a free planning service for your R.S. networks. MATV and SMATV etc

TELECOMS SOLUTIONS  
www.telnet.uk.com

Top quality second-user Test and Measurement Equipment  
eMail telnetkm@msn.com

TELEMETRY LIMITED  
http://www.telenetuk.com

Test Equipment for rental or second user sale at the industry's lowest prices. All types of equipment from all leading manufacturers including general purpose, communications and industrial test. Items fully refurbished with 1 year warranty. Rental rebate given on purchases.

TEMWELL CORPORATION  
http://www.temwell.com.tw

Manufacturer & Exporter of Helical BPF Filter, 30 Watts BPF Power Filter and Handset/Base Station Duplexers

the award winning on-line services from RS

• 130,000 products stocked
• order today - with you tomorrow
• full colour catalogue online
• technical library online
• check stock online before you order
• credit card orders welcome

TEST EQUIPMENT SOLUTIONS  
http://www.TestEquipmentHQ.com

Test Equipment for rental or second user sale at the industry's lowest prices. All types of equipment from all leading manufacturers including general purpose, communications and industrial test. Items fully refurbished with 1 year warranty. Rental rebate given on purchases.

TELNET  
http://www.telnet.uk.com

TELNET, specialists in laboratory AC & DC Power Supplies; Electronic AD & DC Loads, Electrical Safety Testing and complete test systems. Plus RF Filters, Attenuators, Diesel Engine Smoke Measurement, Quartz Crystal Microbalances.  
Tel +44 (0) 118 9786911*

TELNET  
http://www.telnet.uk.com

Top quality second-user Test and Measurement Equipment  
eMail telnetkm@msn.com

TEST EQUIPMENT SOLUTIONS  
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THOSE ENGINEERS LTD
http://www.spiceage.com

Working evaluations of SpiceAge mixed-mode simulator, Spiccycle PCB design tools and Superfilter demo (synthesises passive, active, digital filters). Tech support, sales links and price list.

TECHNICAL AND SCIENTIFIC SUPPLIES
http://www.technicalscientific.com

Suppliers of pre-1985 equipment and components:
- Test/Measurement equipment
- Valves and semiconductors
- Transducers and pressure gauges
- Scientific books and catalogues
- Manuals and data sheets

ULTRACOM
http://www.ultracom.fi

Ultracom specializes in the design and manufacture of data radio products including Radio Modules, Radio Modems, Filters and Antennas for real-time data communication. In addition to our standard RF-products we provide tailored solutions for customers wireless communicators requirements. Our wireless data radios are used in the most varied applications: transferring environmental data in tropical conditions, locating moving targets, remote-control of cranes, controlling pump stations in waterworks, monitoring real estates, transferring data in public transportation information systems. There are countless applications, what are yours?

VANN DRAPER ELECTRONICS LTD
http://www.vanndraper.co.uk

Test equipment from Grundig, Kenwood, Hitachi, Furse, Avo, Glassman, Advance in a comprehensive site including oscilloscopes, multimeters, power supplies, generators, coulters, soldering, digital tv etc.

VUTRAX PCB DESIGN SOFTWARE
http://www.vutrax.co.uk

Vutrax electronic schematic and pcb design system for Windows 95/98, ME, NT, 2000, XP and Linux. Limited Capacity FREE version downloads available, all upgradeable to various customised level.

UK MAILING LIST GROUP
http://www.egroups.com/list/uk.tvrepair

Following on from the newsgroup discussion last month there is a UK Email group for TV technicians where you can send an Email to everyone in the group. There's just over 30 people in the group at present. For more details and how to register look at the egroup home page. Just a general comment though - you do have to be careful who you give your Email address to so that you can avoid "spamming" - that is getting lots of unwanted Email about dubious Russian site (amongst others).

WOOD & DOUGLAS
http://www.woodanddouglas.co.uk

Wood & Douglas Ltd is the leading independent British designer and manufacturer of quality radio products for International telemetry, data, voice & video wireless communications.

WARWICK WIRELESS LTD
http://www.radiotelemetry.co.uk

Free data on Radio Modems, Radio Telemetry, Radio Modules and Wireless video wireless communications. For International telemetry, data, voice & video applications, what are yours?

ULTRACOM
http://www.ultracom.fi

Our wireless data radios are used in the communications requirements. In addition to our standard RF-products we provide tailored solutions for customers wireless communicators requirements. Our wireless data radios are used in the most varied applications: transferring environmental data in tropical conditions, locating moving targets, remote-control of cranes, controlling pump stations in waterworks, monitoring real estates, transferring data in public transportation information systems. There are countless applications, what are yours?

SCIENTIFIC SUPPLIES
http://www.technicalscientific.com

Suppliers of pre-1985 equipment and components, including OOPic the first Object-Oriented Programmable Integrated Circuit. Secure on-line ordering and fast delivery.

TRIDENT MICROSYSTEMS LTD
http://www.trident-uk.co.uk

Visit the Trident website for details and datasheets on their entire LCD and printer product range. Download data and subscribe for our regularly updated newsletter.

TOWER HILL TECHNICAL SERVICES
http://www.towerhillerials.com


UK ELECTRICAL DIRECT
http://www.uked.com

For a comprehensive on-line directory, buyers guide and resource locator for the UK Electrical Industry look at this site. Many of the companies listed have links to their own web sites, making this a one-stop shop for a huge amount of information.

WEB DIRECTIONS

Put your web address in front of 18,298 electronic fanatics. Electronics World acknowledge your company's needs to promote your web site, which is why we are dedicating over 3 pages in every issue to WEB ADDRESSES.

Linage only will cost £150 + vat for a full year. Linage with colour screen shot will cost £350 + vat for a full year, this will include the above plus 3cm shot of your web site which we can produce if required.

To take up this offer or for more information call Tel 0208 722 6028
E-mail p.bunce@cumulusmedia.co.uk
Electronics World reader offer:
x1, x10 switchable oscilloscope probes, only £21.74 a pair, fully inclusive*

*Additional pairs as part of the same order, only £19.24 each pair.

Please supply the following:

**Probes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probes</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Name

Address

Postcode

Telephone

Method of payment (please circle)

Cheques should be made payable to ELECTRONICS WORLD
Access/Mastercard/Visa/Cheque/PO

Credit card no

Card expiry date

Signed

Please allow up to 28 days for delivery

Seen on sale for £20 each, these high-quality oscilloscope probe sets comprise:

- two x1, x10 switchable probe bodies
- two insulating tips
- two IC tips and two sprung hooks
- trimming tools

There’s also two BNC adaptors for using the cables as 1.5m-long BNC-to-BNC links. Each probe has its own storage wallet.

To order your pair of probes, send the coupon together with £21.74 UK/Europe to Probe Offer, Jackie Lowe, Cumulus Business Media, Anne Boleyn House, 9-13 Ewell Road, Cheam, Surrey, SM3 8BZ

Readers outside Europe, please add £2.50 to your order.

**Specifications**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Switch position 1</th>
<th>Switch position 2</th>
<th>Switch position 'Ref'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bandwidth</strong></td>
<td>DC to 10MHz</td>
<td>DC to 150MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input resistance</strong></td>
<td>1MΩ – i.e. oscilloscope i/p</td>
<td>10MΩ ±1% if oscilloscope i/p is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input capacitance</strong></td>
<td>40pF + oscilloscope capacitance</td>
<td>12pF if oscilloscope i/p is 20pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Working voltage</strong></td>
<td>600V DC or pk-pk AC</td>
<td>600V DC or pk-pk AC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bandwidth</strong></td>
<td>DC to 150MHz</td>
<td>DC to 10MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rise time</strong></td>
<td>2.4 ns</td>
<td>1MΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input resistance</strong></td>
<td>1MΩ</td>
<td>10MΩ ±1% if oscilloscope i/p is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input capacitance</strong></td>
<td>Compensation range</td>
<td>12pF if oscilloscope i/p is 20pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Working voltage</strong></td>
<td>Working voltage</td>
<td>Working voltage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Probe tip grounded via 9MΩ, scope i/p grounded
SOLDERING IRON, super mains powered with long-life ceramic element, heavy duty 40W for the extra special job, ceramic element, heavy duty 40W for the extra special job, 60mm long, ceramic core. You would need to go underneath. We have 6 different types with varying coil voltages which enable you to read insulation directly in megohms. The multimeter has four ranges: AC/DC volts, 3 ranges resistance and 5 amp range. It also tests transistors up to 1,000 and a.c. volts up to 10A and resistance up to 10M. Order Ref: 1067.

HEALTHY DUTY POT, standard size with DP switch, good life. Order Ref: 864.

CLOCKWORK MOTOR. Suitable for up to 6 hours. Order Ref: 1034.

REELS INSULATION TAPE, pack of 5, several ranges DC milliamps, 3 ranges resistance and 5 amp range. The top one has no contacts but when energised it produces voltages which enable you to read insulation directly in megohms. The multimeter has four ranges: AC/DC volts, 3 ranges resistance and 6 a.m. ranges. The front of the multimeter without contacts. Price £10.50. Order Ref: 1066.

PAXOLIN PANEL. Approximately 12in. x 12in. Order Ref: 1033.

RECHARGEABLE NICAD BATTERIES. AA size, 25p each, which is a realistic cost considering many firms charge £1.50. The top one has double-pole 20A changeover contacts. The top one has two contacts but when energised it will lock the relay either on or off depending on how it is set. Price £9. Order Ref: 65.

BATTERY BACKUP. Suitable for use with plug-in devices. Order Ref: 2.5P28.

GEARBOX. Motor is mounted on a single pole. Order Ref: 343.


ROUND POINTER KNOBS for flatted %in. spin-This tester is ideal for 240V AC and DC, price £6. Order Ref: 1012.

AC TEST PRODUCTS FOR MULTIMETER with 4mm probe holder. This tester is ideal for 240V AC and DC, price £6. Order Ref: 1012.

HIGH AMP THYRISTOR, normal 2 contacts from the top. These instruments are ex-British Telecom but in very good condition. Tested and guaranteed. Order Ref: 32P116.

AC TEST PRODUCTS FOR MULTIMETER with 4mm probe holder. This tester is ideal for 240V AC and DC, price £6. Order Ref: 1012.

4 CIRCUIT 12V RELAY. Quite small, clear plastic enclosed and with plug-in tags, £1. Order Ref: 1011.

SIMILAR RELAY but smaller and with only 2 sets of 25A changeover contacts. Coll voltage 24V DC, 50V AC. Order Ref: 12/33L2.

LEVER-OPERATED MICROSWITCHES, 2 NPN power transistors ref. BUV47, currently listed by BTW69 or equivalent, listed at £3. Order Ref: 87.

BATTERY BACKUP. Suitable for use with plug-in devices. Order Ref: 2.5P28.

AC TEST PRODUCTS FOR MULTIMETER with 4mm probe holder. This tester is ideal for 240V AC and DC, price £6. Order Ref: 1012.


HIGH AMP THYRISTOR, normal 2 contacts from the top. These instruments are ex-British Telecom but in very good condition. Tested and guaranteed. Order Ref: 32P116.

AC TEST PRODUCTS FOR MULTIMETER with 4mm probe holder. This tester is ideal for 240V AC and DC, price £6. Order Ref: 1012.

AC TEST PRODUCTS FOR MULTIMETER with 4mm probe holder. This tester is ideal for 240V AC and DC, price £6. Order Ref: 1012.

PHILIPS 9in. MONITOR. Not cased, but It is in a frame for use as a microphone. Approximately 30mm dia, easily mountable, 2 for £1. Order Ref: 1086.

HIGH POWER 3in. SPEAKER (11W 8ohm). Order Ref: 1087.

RELAYS

We have thousands of relays of various sorts in stock, so if you need something special give us a ring. A few new ones that have just arrived are special in that in the special relay core complete with a special base which enables you to easily connect the relays to your control board by plugging in. We have 6 different types with varying coil voltages and contact arrangements.

4 CIRCUIT 12V RELAY. Quite small, clear plastic enclosed and with plug-in tags, £1. Order Ref: 1011.


2N5052 TRANSISTOR DRIVER TRANSFORMER. Maker's ref. I.44A, impedance ratio 20k ohm to 1M ohm. Order Ref: 1035.

HIGH CURRENT RELAY, 12v. d.c. or 24v. a.c., operates changeover contacts. Order Ref: 1026. 3 -CONTACT MICROSWITCHES, operated with data. Order Ref: 1085.

LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY on p.c.b. with i.c.s available. Special price £3 each. Order Ref: 3P108.

REELS INSULATION TAPE, pack of 5, several ranges DC milliamps, 3 ranges resistance and 5 amp range. The top one has no contacts but when energised it produces voltages which enable you to read insulation directly in megohms. Order Ref: 1066.

BATTERY BACKUP. Suitable for use with plug-in devices. Order Ref: 2.5P28.

AC TEST PRODUCTS FOR MULTIMETER with 4mm probe holder. This tester is ideal for 240V AC and DC, price £6. Order Ref: 1012.

AC TEST PRODUCTS FOR MULTIMETER with 4mm probe holder. This tester is ideal for 240V AC and DC, price £6. Order Ref: 1012.

AC TEST PRODUCTS FOR MULTIMETER with 4mm probe holder. This tester is ideal for 240V AC and DC, price £6. Order Ref: 1012.
As an advertiser you can be certain that your sales message is going to be read by decision-making electronics professionals with the power to purchase your products.

The pre-paid rate for semi-display setting is £17 per single column centimetre (maximum 4cm). Box number £22 extra. All prices plus 17% VAT. All cheques, postal orders etc to be made payable to Cumulus Business Media. Advertisements together with remittance should be send to Electronics World Classified, Cumulus Business Media, Anne Boleyn House, 9-13 Ewell Road, Cheam, Surrey SM3 8DZ. Tel: 020 8722 6028. Fax: 020 8770 2016.

**Service Link**

**ARTICLES WANTED**

**SURPLUS WANTED**

WE BUY: ICs, Memory, Relays, Caps, PSUs, Semiconductors, Populated Boards, Computers + Test Equipment

ANYTHING CONSIDERED

For our wide range of Semiconductor + Passives List, please ring, fax or email

MAIL ELECTRONICS

TEL: 0161-761 4520 / FAX: 0161-763 6863

EMAIL: andrew@mailelectronics.com

www.mailelectronics.com

**BEST CASH PRICES PAID**

For all valves KT88 PX4 and other audio types

Wide range of valves and CRT stocked

Tel: 01403 784961

Minimum Order UK - £100+VAT+Freight

Billington Export Ltd. Fax: 01403 783519

Email: sales@bel-tubes.co.uk

Tel: 01403 784961

**CIRCUIT BUILDER**

Engineer with own facilities wanted to build and characterise experimental mixed analog/digital circuits.

Flexible working but quick turn-round essential.

j.thirle@maran.co.uk

**FOR SALE**

**SURPLUS STOCK**

UCs

PIC 12C508A-04P

PIC 12CE518-04P

PIC 16C57 X1=50

H0641300PFR16

Transistors

FZT651 SOT232

ZTX861 E-LINE

FZT7753 / 3BD964 SOT232

ZTX961 E-LINE

BPU 17 SP2772

Memory

24LC02B-1S1

MBM29F040C07PD

Caps/Siemens Relays

100NF 50V 550mA

V23072 C1061-A303 12V

SEALED 20A

V23133-A1001 C133 12V

OPEN 40A

All offers considered. Other components available. Tel: 01843 - 293216

cforster @ pabelectronics.ltd.uk

**TEST EQUIPMENT**

Test Equipment Manuals.

Contact

www.cooke-int.com

Tel: +44 (0) 1872 223306

**POWER SUPPLY DESIGN**

Switched Mode PSU

Power Factor Correction

designed to your specification

Tel/Fax: 01243 842520

e-mail: eugen_lus@cix.co.uk

Lomond Electronic Services

**PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS**

DESIGNED & MANUFACTURED

Prototype & full production quantities

PCBs designed from circuit diagrams

Fast turnround available

Prototype or production quantities

DESIGNED & MANUFACTURED

1000 to 500000 units

Microchip Development Ltd

www.microchip-development.co.uk

**SUSPENDED STOCK**

**SURPLUS WORLD**

WE BUY: ICs, Memory, Relays, Caps, PSUs, Semiconductors, Populated Boards, Computers + Test Equipment

ANYTHING CONSIDERED

For our wide range of Semiconductor + Passives List, please ring, fax or email

MAIL ELECTRONICS

TEL: 0161-761 4520 / FAX: 0161-763 6863

EMAIL: andrew@mailelectronics.com

www.mailelectronics.com

**RACK ENCLOSED**

New and Used - most sizes to suit your needs

prices are competitive

"1" Panel mounts

Customised units

Please ring, fax or email

Rack Enclosures

TEL: 01843 - 293216

Fax: 01843 - 293217

Email: circuits@robertwhur.co.uk

THE LOW COST source for prototype PCBs from 1 to 6 layers

www.pcetrain.com

www.designersystems.co.uk

www.newburystar.com

www.newburystar.com
THE NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS Measurement and Automation Catalogue 2002 is the leading resource for engineers and scientists seeking the most effective customer-defined measurement and automation solutions. The catalogue details the complete line of NI products with comprehensive tutorials, product specifications and selection advice - all designed to help engineers and scientists develop integrated networked measurement and automation applications.

Phone: 01635 523545
Fax: 01635 524395
e-mail: info.uk@ni.com
web: www.ni.com/uk

RF DESIGN SERVICES All aspects of RF hardware development considered from concept to production.

WATERBEACH ELECTRONICS
www.rover.dial.pipex.com
TEL: 01223 862550
FAX: 01223 440853

ELECTRONICS WORLD covers topics of most interest to the readers. Every section of the magazine is of interest and value to the Electronics Professionals who buy Electronics World every month. Your advertisement will appear in an environment which captures and holds the readers interest.

For further information call Pat Bunce
Tel: 020 8643 6207
Fax: 020 8770 2016
Email: P.bunce@cumulusmedia.co.uk

As an advertiser you can be certain that your advertisement is going to be read by DECISION-MAKING ELECTRONIC PROFESSIONALS with the POWER TO PURCHASE your products.

Why not let Electronics World help you?

Call Jan Thorpe
Tel: 020 8722 6028
Fax: 020 8722 6060
E-mail: j.thorpe@cumulusmedia.co.uk
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SMART CARD SOLUTIONS

ChipDrive Starter pack
ChipDrive Micro handheld serial port card terminal
Samples of Smart cards (6 cards)
Source code examples on CD ROM (VB3,4,5,6, Delphi & C)
Windows API Description, Windows DLL
Documentation on CD ROM (PDF format)

Includes:
- SIM Card Reader Writer
- Mini SIM Adapter
- Software on CD-ROM
- OnLine user Guide and Help

Requires Windows 95/98, NT, 2000 & Pentium Class PC

This advanced editor allows the user to modify, copy and print data held on any GSM SIM card. No longer do you have to battle with complicated programming sequences on the numeric keypad of your mobile phone. Simply connect the SIM card READER WRITER to your PC, install the easy to use software to:

- View and Print a detailed card profile
- Edit, Delete or Add phone book entries
- Edit, Delete or Add SMS messages
- PIN administration. Enable and Up-Date PIN1/2, unlock PIN's, Display the error counter for each PIN
- Archive SIM Card data to hard drive, copy Save and restore complete card data sets.
- Copy SIM card data from card to card
- Charge Control. set up charge counter limit, display current charge value, setup displayed price per unit.
- View and change preferred service providers

£69.95

£29.95 + VAT

SIM Card Editor for Mobile Phones

Includes:
- SIM Card Reader Writer
- Mini SIM Adapter
- Software on CD-ROM
- OnLine user Guide and Help

Requires Windows 95/98, NT, 2000 & Pentium Class PC

32, Broad Street, Ely Cambridge, CB7 4AH
Tel: +44 (0) 1353 666709
Fax: +44 (0) 1353 666710

All prices exclude VAT postage and packing
Develop and test complete micro-controller designs without building a physical prototype. PROTEUS VSM simulates the CPU and any additional electronics used in your designs. And it does so in real time.*

- CPU models for PIC and 8051 and series micro-controllers available now. 68HC11 coming soon. More CPU models under development. See website for latest info.
- Interactive device models include LCD displays, RS232 terminal, universal keypad plus a range of switches, buttons, pots, LEDs, 7 segment displays and much more.
- Extensive debugging facilities including register and memory contents, breakpoints and single step modes.
- Source level debugging supported for selected development tools.
- Integrated 'make' utility - compile and simulate with one keystroke.
- Over 4000 standard SPICE models included. Fully compatible with manufacturers’ SPICE models.
- DLL interfaces provided for application specific models.
- Based on SPICE3F5 mixed mode circuit simulator.
- CPU and interactive device models are sold separately - build up your VSM system in affordable stages.
- ARES Lite PCB Layout also available.

*E.g. PROTEUS VSM can simulate an 8051 clocked at 12MHz on a 300MHz Pentium II.

Write, phone or fax for your free demo CD - or email info@labcenter.co.uk. Tel: 01756 752440. Fax: 01756 752857. 53-55 Main St, Grassington. BD23 5AA.